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editorial
ustralia has been in election mode more than a year. In
an atmosphere dominated by political concerns
Christians are forced to ask: what is our relationship
to the wider culture? When Jesus said that believers
are “in the world, but not of it”, did He mean that we should
withdraw from society? Or was He suggesting that we
should somehow try to reform it? Should the church get
involved in politics?
Christians have answered these questions in different
ways. Some have sought to restrict the operation of their faith
to the religious realm. Whenever they have perceived a conflict between faith and politics, they have followed their political instincts. They have allowed the wider culture to swallow
up their faith.
Other Christians have felt that they have a religious mandate to introduce social change by grabbing the levers of
political power in the name of Christ. They believe that this
advances the reign of God’s righteousness on earth. Again,
others think that to become involved in politics is to get one’s
hands dirty with earthly affairs. In their view, the best way to
deal with the world is to withdraw from it. They are convinced that the path to holiness is trodden by those who
abandon this world and forgo the right to vote.
History has shown us that each of the above approaches
has its drawbacks. Allowing politics rather than the Christian
faith to guide us is to become no different from the world.
Further, when the church has tried to rule a society it has
inevitably confused earthly concerns with eternal ones in the
minds of those it has governed. And turning one’s back on
the world and withdrawing from it is hardly being “the salt of
the earth”.
As Christians, we need to remember that the New
Testament calls us to be model citizens. In a democratic society this means that being “in the world, but not of it” enables
us to be engaged as Christians at all levels of society – even
holding public office – but we need to be distinctively
Christian. The challenge is to be responsible citizens: to serve
our society by keeping up with events and policy debates, to
elect worthy representatives, and to vote reflectively on party
policies with a Christian mind.
Peter Hastie ap
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God’s order
How the Christian should understand work and politics.

r Peter Lillback is the pastor of
Proclamation
Presbyterian
Church in Bryn
Mawr,
Pennsylvania, and also the president of Westminster Theological
Seminary, Philadelphia. He grew up in
northern Ohio and came to faith as a
child. He is a graduate of Cedarville
College, Dallas Theological Seminary and
obtained a PhD in historical theology
from Westminster Theological Seminary
in 1985. His doctoral dissertation
explored the foundations of covenant theology in John Calvin and is entitled The
Binding of God – Calvin’s Role in the
Development of Covenant Theology.
Dr Lillback has been in pastoral ministry for more than 26 years and has
served at Proclamation Presbyterian
Church for the last 16 years. He has also
served as an adjunct professor at
Westminster since the early 1980s. He is
married and has two daughters. He has a
special interest in Christian worldview
and historical apologetics and has been
active as a pastor in seeking to reclaim a
Christian worldview in American culture.

D

Peter Lillback
talks to

Peter Hastie
He has recently published a number of
important books on Christianity and politics, the foremost of which is George
Washington’s Sacred Fire, (Providence
Forum Press, 2006). Dr Lillback spent 15
years of exhaustive research on this project, revealing that George Washington
was driven by the highest of ideals, not the
least of which was his genuine Christian
faith. This year he has also published Wall
of Misconception (Providence Forum
Press, 2007), which explores the question
whether the separation of church and
state also implies a separation of God
from government.

Peter, when we look at the distribution of wealth and technology
around the world, is there any reason
why so much of it seems to be concentrated in countries which have got
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a rich Protestant Christian heritage?
One of the most significant impacts of
the Reformation was on people’s attitude
to work. Scholars call it the “Protestant
work ethic”. Christians in the Reformed
tradition have always believed that one of
the ways we express our gratitude to God
is by keeping the moral law. And one
aspect of showing our love for God is by
not abusing our bodies or squandering
God’s resources. It means obeying the
fourth commandment which says, “You
shall work six days and remember the
Sabbath day”. This means that if you are
working six days and not squandering
your resources in wild living and drunkenness, then you are going to have the byproduct of hard work, which is capital.
Further, you will have the by-product of
thrift, which is an accumulating source of
money. The result of this will be that you
can devote your capital to morally worthwhile purposes.
It was this idea of capital development
– growing out of the Protestant work
ethic – that made Reformed Christianity
such a powerful economic engine. Again,

I think the Protestant practice of abolishing saints’ days tended to make Protestant
countries more economically productive
than predominantly Roman Catholic
ones. Catholicism emphasises the importance of keeping saints’ and other holy
days in their tradition. When Protestants
came on the scene they said, “We don’t
have saints’ days; we have a Sabbath day,
and we are meant to work six days.” And
so Protestants were accumulating maybe
as many as 10 to 15 extra days of work in
a year because people weren’t honouring
days for the saints.
Occasionally Catholics who have converted to Protestantism in predominantly
Catholic countries have commented on
this phenomenon. They have noticed that
they sometimes become more prosperous than their Roman Catholic friends,
not only because they are learning to
work six days but also because they are
not celebrating the feast days for the
saints. Instead, they work, which means
that they are building capital. Since feast
days in Catholic countries provide people
with greater opportunities for leisure, celebration and excess, this means that many
of them spend more money and are
sometimes less fit for work when they
resume.
Protestants, on the other hand, who
are showing their gratitude to God by
keeping the Ten Commandments, are
usually ready for six days of work each
week. And this means that, all things
being equal, they accumulate capital. It’s a
simple equation: if you live faithfully by
the Ten Commandments then you are
more likely to see greater fruit from your
labours.
Now this raised a further question for
Protestant Christians: “What are we going
to do with all this extra money that we
have?” Well, history tells us. The
Reformation set in motion a series of
events that led to modern banking and
investment which, in turn, stimulated economic enterprise. When people accumulate capital they are then in a position to
lend money which, again, enables other
people to take legitimate risks and create
more business opportunities. The
Protestant reformers said early on, “We
shouldn’t be giving out investment loans
to the poor and profiting from them
because that’s gouging them in their time
of need”. But if a businessman, who has
more than he actually needs to take care of
his family, wants to take a legitimate risk
to increase his wealth, then he ought to be
able to borrow money at an interest rate
where the lender gets a benefit because

others are profiting by using his money.
So, John Calvin, one of the early
Reformers, said that these kinds of loans
were not usury. In his view, such loans
were not unjust because they did not take
advantage of the poor. He believed that
when people loaned businesses their capital they were entitled to some benefit
from the loan. After all, the loan is simply
enabling another person to increase his
own wealth. While a lot of people are now
accustomed to calling this the Protestant
work ethic, it is probably more accurate to
describe it as the Reformed work ethic.
It is derived
from the whole
Calvinistic idea
of work, the
Calvin believed
Sabbath Day,
that when
the place of
people loaned
thrift, and the
businesses
their
need to accucapital they
mulate wealth
and then apply
were entitled to
it in ways that
some benefit.
serve the common
good.
Many of the
benefits of our modern economies are
actually the by-product of the Christian
Reformed tradition. These benefits arose
within a culture that was heavily influenced by ideas that came to the fore at the
time of the Reformation.

Could you spell out what is included
in the idea of the Protestant work
ethic?
Well, the Protestant work ethic is simply a way of expressing gratitude to God
for one’s salvation in the area of work. It is
rooted in the idea that a redeemed person
demonstrates his or her thankfulness to
God by keeping the Ten Commandments.
Now keeping those commandments has
profound economic implications.
Just think what it means to keep the
first commandment, “You shall have no
other gods before me”. That means that
you are not going to waste money by
investing in anything which could be seen
as idolatrous or supporting the worship of
false gods. It means that your life, time
and resources are going to be dedicated to
serving Jesus Christ. You are not going to
waste your money on things that don’t
satisfy. The second commandment is similar when it forbids the making of idols.
This means that you won’t waste your
money on things that are frivolous and
have no obvious material or spiritual benefit.
When you go to the third command-

ment, “You shall not use God’s name in
vain”, it implies that when you sign a contract or take an oath you are obliged to
keep your word. Further, when you combine it with the ninth commandment,
“You shall not bear false witness”, you
have an additional reason for acting honourably and renouncing deception. It
means that you have to honour your
agreements. If a businessman says, “I am
going to give you this money for a period
of time, and you are going to give me this
interest in return for the privilege of borrowing it”, then you are obliged to keep
your word. You have made an oath and
your word is inviolable. This has huge
commercial repercussions because now
you can say, “I know this man is going to
deliver what he promised me over a certain period of time, at a certain price”.
Obviously, this enables business people to
plan for the future more effectively. They
now have certainty and security when
they put up risk capital.
The fourth commandment says, “Six
days you shall work”. One of the things
that it immediately says is that work is a
religious activity that is done out of
thankfulness to God. Christians must
never think of work as a burden and a
curse; instead, it is something you do to
say “thank you” to God. Work, as God
originally intended it, is good. When
Adam worked in the garden before the fall
his labour was part of the paradise he
enjoyed. So the Reformers always looked
upon work in a positive light. When they
read the fourth commandment they
understood it to mean, “I want to be productive. I don’t want to take four days off
every week or retire early and do nothing.
Work is good for me”.
Remember, “six days you shall work” is
in the first table of the law. So when I
work I am actually worshiping God. So
work becomes something that is dignified
and valuable, and six days is not too strenuous; it is healthy. Further, the seventh
day is not a day to go out and get drunk.
It’s a time to rededicate myself to the
Lord, to rest from my labour, and to have
my values reinforced so that I am pleasing
God, honouring my word and working in
a way that pleases Him. Such a lifestyle
creates a discipline of spiritual and economic progress.
When you go to the second table of the
Law, which Reformed Christians have
summarised as “loving your neighbour as
yourself ”, we find the fifth commandment that says that you are to honour
your mother and your father. Reformed
Christians have interpreted this more
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broadly to mean that you are to respect
the authorities that God has instituted.
Such an attitude has a tremendous economic impact. If you are going to say, “I
need to respect those that are in authority
over me”, then you are not going to waste
time destabilising society by organising
revolutions, trying to break laws or getting around regulations. Honouring lawful authorities creates a business ethic that
says, “I’m willing to enforce the law upon
myself ”. This means that in a society
which subscribes to the Protestant work
ethic we don’t need excessive red tape and
regulatory agencies. People obey the law
out of thankfulness to God. It is self-governance inspired by love. Where a society
is committed to recognising God’s law,
both the state and business can work
cooperatively and more efficiently than
otherwise. There is less need for tax and
government regulation.
Probably the most significant commandments from an economic perspective are the commands not to bear false
witness and steal. This means if you are a
Protestant businessperson you are saying
to employees, “You have given me a fair
day’s work so you deserve a fair day’s
wages”. Conversely, if you are a worker,
you say, “I am supposed to give my
employer a fair day’s labour. I’d be stealing from him if I didn’t”. When workers
have this attitude they achieve higher productivity because they are worshipping
God in their work. When employers and
employees submit to God’s law there will
be fewer workplace grievances which
means, in turn, fewer struggles with
labour unions and strikes.
Again, when people abide by the ninth
commandment and do not bear false witness it means that those in business honour contracts and deliver what they have
promised. This creates a more predictable
business environment where capital can
be accumulated and wealth can be more
widely distributed. This has been demonstrated empirically so it’s an ideal that is
worth pursuing.

To what extent was the translation of
the Bible a catalyst for the vast social
movements which grew out of the
Reformation?
The translation of the Bible has certainly been one of the greatest influences
on world-wide education. Protestants
looked forward to the day when a ploughboy could read the Bible and critique the
Pope. They believed that you didn’t have
to go to seminary or be well-educated;
they thought ordinary people who were
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taught to read the Bible could say, “the
Pope says this, and the Bible says that, so
the Pope is wrong”.
The greatest influence of the
Protestant Reformation was to translate
the Bible into all the languages of Europe.
Up until then people had to know Latin
to have access to the Scriptures. However,
from the Reformation onwards the common people had the means to communicate the good news of the Christian
gospel. They were taught to read their
Bibles in their homes and schools. One
result of this was
that citizens soon
became educated.
It was the They could not
biblical idea only read their
of covenants Bibles, but they
that shaped could also underwritten
the modern stand
contracts
and
political could follow writworld. ten instructions.
Obviously, this
led to a rise in
productivity
because people were empowered for
greater responsibilities and tasks. So,
translating the Bible was a significant step
towards educating the masses which, in
turn, created a greater pool of trained
workers. Naturally, this led to greater productivity.

Can you explain how modern political institutions owe more to the
Reformation than to any other influence over the last five centuries?
Of course, the institution of government has existed from earliest times – well
before the coming of the Christian
church. The Roman Empire was in place
long before Paul came on the scene. I
don’t want to suggest that Christianity
created government; it didn’t. The state
has always existed in one form or another.
What made Christian government
unique was the idea of bringing the notion
of covenant to bear on government. Up
until then, power was seen in relatively
absolute terms. The king or emperor said,
“I have power; you obey me”. But
Christian political thinkers realised that
when God, who is the supreme ruler,
related to His people, He entered into
covenant with them. This meant that He
bound Himself to them in such a way that
His subjects would always know exactly
what He would do in certain cases.
This means that it’s possible to read the
Ten Commandments, or indeed the
covenant that God made with Israel at
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Sinai, as a constitutional document. The
very idea that people can be in covenant
with an authority is taken right out of the
Bible. The Reformers saw the importance
of the conception of covenant and
allowed it to shape their thinking with
respect to the political institutions of their
own time. In the light of the biblical tradition of “covenant”, they became wary of
claims to absolute power by European
monarchs. Instead, they argued that the
king had to be in a covenant relationship
with his subjects, who themselves had certain obligations to the king. The whole
idea of constitutional government flowed
out of Christian thinking.
The classic example of this type of
thinking is to be found in the Magna
Carta, when King John was forced to sign
a document that bound him as king to do
certain things which limited his power
with respect to his people. This idea of
constitutional government, whether in
monarchical, republican or democratic
form, is based on the idea that rulers and
their subjects have obligations to one
another that are derived from the fact that
God binds Himself and others with
covenants.
It was this biblical idea that shaped the
modern political world. In the United
States we have a constitution that limits
the power of government and guarantees
the rights of the people. The people themselves are educated enough to be able to
read it and say to the authorities, “you
can’t do that. The constitution forbids it”.
All this flows from biblical Christianity
and the Reformation.

So, the emphasis that the Reformers
placed on the covenant has had direct
political implications?
Yes, exactly. Some of the terms that we
use when referring to government reflect
this. For instance, the word “federal”,
when applied to governments, is actually
the genitive form of the Latin word “foedus”, which is the word covenant. So
when you say “federal”, you are literally
saying a covenantal government – a government that is established with mutual
obligations between the authorities and
the people. This means that the state and
its people recognise that they have certain
rights and responsibilities to one another
through the Constitution. So, yes, it is
absolutely clear – even in the etymology
that we use for modern government – that
there is a covenantal background there.

In what sense are our traditional
western style of life and democratic

values under real threat today?
The things that make the West unique
are the liberties that we enjoy. In the West
we enjoy a range of freedoms – freedom
of religion, academic enquiry, the right to
criticise our governments, and the freedom to elect our political leaders. We take
these freedoms for granted. But, what
makes them possible? What is the difference between freedom and anarchy?
Anarchy is where everyone does what
is right in his own eyes and doesn’t care
about anyone else. It leads to chaos. The
difference between true freedom and
anarchy is what we could call self-government. It is people looking at freedom and
saying, “I am going to use my freedom to
serve the common good and not just to
pursue my own self-interest”. When people lose the ability to distinguish the difference between true freedom and anarchy we are losing our traditional Western
values.
The assault upon traditional western
values is coming to us in various ways, and
one of them is through Islam. Islam hates
true freedom. The very word “Islam” suggests one who is subjugated or in bondage
to the law of Allah. The Sharia law says:
“You have no freedom, you must conform.” So Islam is one real threat to western values. Of course, the West is not
likely to become a Muslim state, but we
see the Muslim assault upon our freedoms. One way in which this is happening
is through terrorism. Terrorism takes
advantage of the freedoms we enjoy and
provokes us to respond in ways that actually curtail those freedoms. And that is
now happening; our freedom is being
abused by those who don’t believe in freedom.
But there is a second form of assault,
and this is taking place through the growing influence of post-modernism. Postmodernism is a system of belief that
rejects the possibility of having any coherent worldview at all. Post-modernists say:
“We can’t really know anything for sure.
All we can know is what we know as individuals, which are our opinions and values. There is no truth; there is only opinion.” And what post-modernism is
emphasising is that there is nothing that is
either right or wrong in an ultimate sense;
instead, each of us has our own set of values. However, the problem is that when
we lose the ability to share a cohesive set
of values, we also lose the principle of selfgovernance.
As post-modernism becomes more
popular people are saying, “What do you
mean this is wrong? I think it’s right. This

is what I want to do, and I’m going to do
it.” When people no longer believe in a
common set of values and an overarching
law, we are left simply with a culture in
which expressive individualism is the
dominant principle. I think it’s fairly obvious that such a situation, if it’s prolonged,
leads finally to anarchy and moral chaos.
This is one of the present dangers we face
in the West.
How will we deal with this situation? If
a society cannot rely upon self-governance through shared values because individuals are determined to live in whatever
way they please, then some form of order

The purpose of
government is
to make sure
that the selfinterest of the
strong does
not abuse the
legitimate
rights and just
needs of the
weak.
from outside has to be imposed upon the
community. Usually, the state is forced to
impose rules and regulations on people in
a more authoritarian manner. When this
happens governments tend to rely on
force through the use of the police and
military. The final result is what we call
“big government”. We are already seeing
developments of this trend in the United
States where the government is limiting
individual freedoms in response to terrorism.

What is the function of government,
and to what extent does it serve a different purpose to the church?
Government, despite what some radicals may say, is not inherently evil.
Sometimes we say that government is a
necessary evil. There may be an element of
truth in that because no government is
perfect, but it’s still an inaccurate statement. If we could conceive of a world
where sin had never entered, Adam would
still have been the head of a large family. If
Adam had said to everyone, “I am holding
a garden-party in Eden today. When you
are served your meals, it will be ladies
first,” then he would have been introducing order. There would have been no sin
but there still would have been law. In
other words, there would have been gov-

ernment.
Government is designed to ensure
order in a society. For instance, if you walk
into a wilderness setting and you are the
only person there, then you don’t have to
worry about anybody else. But the
moment another person enters the scene
you start to ask questions like, “well, what
are our respective rights? Does anyone
have special privileges? Can we live anywhere we like?” So government is
designed to introduce and maintain order
in a society.
However, governments also have to
address another complicating factor in
establishing order: the fact of human sin.
The state is faced with the task of restraining people who violate others’ rights
through
sin
and
selfishness.
Unfortunately, both modernism and
post-modernism have rejected the idea of
human sin; they don’t want to speak of it.
Historic Christianity and the Reformers
disagree. They say that every person is
inherently sinful and rejects God’s rule.
They also claim that self-interest, when it
is given full and uninhibited rein, harms
others. This means that the purpose of
government is to make sure that the selfinterest of the strong does not abuse the
legitimate rights and just needs of the
weak. So government, in the context of
man’s fallenness, is now concerned with
justice. Government, whether there was
sin in the world or not, was always needed
for order. But now that sin has entered
into the world we need government for
justice. In imposing those two things,
order and justice, we have the basis for a
humane society.
Of course, the church is also concerned with establishing God’s order in
relationships as well as with matters of
justice. However, the church is different
from the state in that it is principally
charged with proclaiming forgiveness and
mercy to sinners and helping them to
know and please God. Government and
order, or let’s say justice and order, is
something that everyone needs, whether
they are Christians or not.
On the other hand, receiving mercy
and forgiveness through Christ and experiencing new life in the Spirit is something
that’s only possible if you are a member of
the church. Of course, non-Christians
may benefit from the Gospel’s influence
on the culture, but that doesn’t necessarily make them members of the church. So
the fundamental difference between the
church and government is that the government is entitled to use its coercive
powers – what we refer to as the “power
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of the sword” – to impose order and justice.
The church, on the other hand, while it
has the right to teach order and justice,
has no inherent right to use a sword,
except the sword of the Spirit, which is
the Word of God. So when the church
comes together, a preacher has ecclesiastical authority to say, “God’s Word says
this, and if you don’t follow this then you
can’t be a part of the church”. However,
the church has no power to take anyone’s
life or property or compel people by penal
sanctions. The church can excommunicate its members, but that is the extent of
its power. The state has a right to govern
everybody, regardless of their faith, using
its coercive power.

To what extent is the state responsible
to implement God’s moral law as it is
set forth in the Ten Commandments?
Christians believe that the Ten
Commandments are an excellent guide
for civil governance. They represent the
eternal and unchanging character of God
in whose image we are made. So they are
always relevant and binding upon people.
This has been the teaching of the
Reformers as well as the Roman Catholic
tradition.
Unfortunately, we are living in an age
where this long-established view is contested. We are living in a secular, pluralist
society in the West where democratic governments no longer think in those terms.
In the United States we have lost the ability to even recognise the historic place
that the Ten Commandments have had in
the formation of our laws. The Ten
Commandments are being stripped off
court
room
walls
everywhere.
Nevertheless, in some places people are
willing to concede the role that the Ten
Commandments have played as long as
they are considered along with quotes
from other philosophers and statesmen.
Some people are prepared to allow the Ten
Commandments to be included in this
way because they are part of our
American cultural tradition. However, by
and large, the Western world has rejected
the rule of the Ten Commandments as a
law code in a definitive way.
Now the question that we have to ask
ourselves is what role does moral law play
in any civilisation? I approach it this way:
one of the great Christian apologists in
the last century, Cornelius Van Til, used to
speak of cultural borrowed capital. He
said that the West was living off the borrowed capital of the Reformation. He
claimed that while we pretended that we
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didn’t need God, most of the forms and
ideas that we use are actually borrowed
from our Christian heritage. We won’t
acknowledge it, but it’s true. We can strip
the Ten Commandments off our courtroom walls and refuse to invoke them in
moral judgments, but we simply cannot
afford to have a civilisation where they
don’t operate. While no one wants to
acknowledge the Ten Commandments,
can we really afford to have a civilisation
where people are randomly allowed to kill,
steal, lie and disobey lawful authority? I
think not. If we do allow these things we
will wind up with anarchy. I think any per-

We need to
realise that we
are in a cultural conflict
where somebody’s moral
values are
going to be
imposed on
everyone else.
son who looks at this issue in an unbiased
way will acknowledge that the fundamental principles of the Ten Commandments
are inherently necessary to the form of
our cultural expression in the West.

Is it fair in a modern democratic society for Christians to insist that the
state legislates according to the moral
law when the vast majority of the
population will not recognise it?
One of the great arguments against
Christian values in the public square is
that the state should not give preference
to Christian values over other values. If
people mean by that that the state should
not enforce religion or require its citizens
to love God then obviously that is true.
On the other hand, I think we need to be
aware that every law that is passed by legislators is legislating somebody’s morality,
because the law is simply an expression of
a moral or value system. The real question
is, whose values are going to be the law?
Christians shouldn’t be naïve at this point;
every law arises from certain moral
assumptions. There is no such thing as
moral neutrality in legislation.
Stephen Carter, a Yale professor of law,
has written a book called, A Culture of
Disbelief. I heard him speak not so long
ago and he said “at the end of the day you
need to realise that all law imposes some-
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one’s moral values, sometimes at the cost
of life”. I think that’s true. Let me give
you a rather exaggerated example of what
I mean. Say a man decides to throw down
a chewing-gum wrapper in a public place.
A policeman comes along and says, “You
can’t litter”. The man says, “I am not picking it up”. The policeman says, “Pick it up
or else!” The man refuses. So the policeman pulls out his handcuffs and the man
resists. Soon they are wrestling on the
ground and the man starts hitting him
violently. The next thing you know the
police officer pulls out his gun and the guy
gets shot and is killed. Now, did the
policeman murder him? No, I don’t think
so. He used legitimate means while
enforcing a law that is based on the moral
assumption that it’s selfish and inconsiderate to litter. The point is that all law is
based on moral assumptions and ultimately puts someone’s life and property
on the line when it’s enforced.
My own view is that we must make
sure that the Christian moral view is
heard. Take the case of abortion, for
example. I know people say “you
Christians are just imposing your morality on everyone else!” But let me ask the
question: whose morality is going to rule
if we don’t fight for the life of the
unborn? The alternatives are rather bleak.
For instance, Peter Singer, the Australian
ethicist at Princeton, is quite popular right
now. His line is, don’t you realise that
killing humans is okay? We kill the
unborn child. There is no real moral distinction between an unborn child that is
two months prior to birth and a child two
months after birth. This distinction is
purely artificial. The reality is that you are
killing a human being. If you are comfortable with killing an unborn child only a
couple of months before birth, then we
just need to get used to killing people at
other stages of life as well. For instance, if
people don’t have quality of life, then we
should be prepared to kill in that situation
too.
We need to realise that we are in a cultural conflict where somebody’s moral
values are going to be imposed on everyone else. Jesus understood that long ago.
He said: “Blessed are you when you are
persecuted for righteousness’ sake.” And
He said: “Remember, you are the salt of
the earth and the light of the world.” So
we are in a conflict between light and
darkness. We can’t escape that, and we just
need to be who we are. However, we need
to do that with respect. Paul tells us that
we need to speak the truth in love (Eph.
4:15). All too often Christians have been

guilty of proclaiming the truth without
love. But to abandon truth in the name of
love leads to sentimentality, and that’s not
real love. Love and truth cannot be separated.
So when we talk about the issue of
abortion, we should realise that we can’t
confine the matter to there. When a
Christian has the courage to speak up for
the unborn, he is also speaking for the disabled, the elderly, the mentally ill and anyone else that the euthanasia lobby has in
their sights. The eugenics movement in
the USA is now saying, “if you insist on
having your Down syndrome child, which
you could have aborted, don’t expect to
receive any state funding for the care of
your child”. Do you see what is looming
just over the horizon? The eugenics
movement is trying to impose its values
on the rest of us. The simple point I am
making is this: someone’s values are going
to rule in the public square. Whose values
are they going to be? Surely Christians
have as much right to want their values
governing our social life as anyone else. I
hope that Christians will be forthright
enough to be the light of the world in this
struggle.

Has the church got any business
telling its members how to vote? For
example, if a political party supports
gay marriage should the church tell
its members not to vote for it?
I think it’s clear that some party political platforms reflect biblical values more
than others. Certainly a study of
American political history supports this
assessment and I suspect that it’s true
within other democratic societies as well.
However, the church faces a real danger if it tries to tell its members who to
vote for. Obviously, once the church has
made its own moral assessment of where
each of the parties stands on various
issues, there is a naturally tendency for
some church leaders to recommend a particular party. I think this is something that
should be resisted.
Once the church tries to tell its members which party to vote for, the church
suddenly becomes a political engine and a
tool of the state. It then loses its claim to
be a prophetic witness. I believe the
church should not tell its people what
party to vote for; that is not its job. Its
task is to help its members form their conscience according to the Word of God on
the various moral issues facing the community. I also think the church should
remind its citizens that they are members
of two kingdoms. They are simultane-

ously members of the kingdom of heaven
and members of the earthly kingdom of
the state. They should be good citizens in
the earthly kingdom and exercise their
duties as members of the state. This
means a Christian should vote, pay taxes,
and show respect for those in government. If called, believers should serve in
the armed forces in a just war or in the
defence of their country against an aggressor. Those are all
biblical ideas.
Essentially, the
church’s task is
Once the
to teach people to
church tries to
have a clear biblitell its memcal conscience
bers which
and to point out
party to vote
to those in government what is
for, it loses its
right
without
claim to be a
telling them what
prophetic
to do. The probwitness.
lem is that the
moment we tell
the government
what to do, we identify with a political
party and damage the cause of the kingdom of God. So, in my own ministry, I
never say, you must vote for this party and

you can’t vote for that one. What I do say
is: “Here are the moral issues that face us
and this is what the Bible says about them.
You are called to be citizens of the state.
What are you going to do as citizens who
take their calling seriously?” I have actually preached a sermon that says that
when Christians go into the ballet box to
vote, they are performing as serious a spiritual duty as when they go into their
rooms to pray. I say, “I can’t tell you how
to vote, but you know what the Bible
teaches about right and wrong on the various issues that face us in the election, and
you have to weigh them up and come up
with a decision that honours God. Look
to your conscience.”
Sometimes one man’s conscience will
come up with a different answer on a
range of issues to another man’s conscience. That’s fine. We need to respect
each other’s freedom to exercise our
consciences on these matters and to
determine what are the most important
issues. Ultimately, every Christian has to
answer to God for what he decides.
Christians are not accountable to the
church or its leadership for how they
vote in an election; they are responsible
ap
to God for that.

2007 graduation
Please join us for the final event of the College year

guest preacher: Rev Andrew Reid
Lecturer in Old Testament and Hermeneutics at Ridley College,
author of several books

Presbyterian Theological College

8.00pm
Friday 30 November 2007
Venue: Canterbury Presbyterian Church
146 Canterbury Road Canterbury (Melway 46 C11)
Enjoy supper and fellowship with us
• interviews with exiting student families
• presentation of prizes to achieving students
• review the year with the Acting Principal
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Legislating morality
In a post-Christian age, the church cannot cower in a bunker.

et’s get one thing clear! People are
“legislating” morality all the time,
whether parents and teachers with
children, the media’s “education”
of the public, the latest offering from the
new atheists, the preacher pontificating in
the pulpit or the passage of new legislation
and regulations through Parliaments.
However the precise question I wish to
address is, “what right have Christians to
think, let alone expect politicians to legislate in favour of Christian morality”?
For instance, should Christians publicly oppose Government plans to decriminalise abortion in Victoria?
In our near historical past in 19th century Britain, Christians (and evangelicals
in particular) were in the forefront of legislative changes in favour of moral
reform. While Wilberforce and the abolition of the slave trade come readily to
mind, the 19th century was a remarkably
rich period for educational reform, sanitation and health reforms, the humanising of the prison system, penal code
reform and the emancipation of industrial
society including the formation of the
trade union movement.
J. Wesley Bready writing in England
Before and After Wesley linked this reforming zeal and success to the evangelical
revival associated with Wesley and
Whitefield.
Bready writes: “The Evangelical
Revival, more than any other religious
movement the English-speaking world
has yet known, emphasised the equal and
priceless value before God of ‘every
immortal soul’. The full implications of
this central doctrine were not at first
wholly apparent. But from the beginning
the movement entertained hope for the
hopeless; it proclaimed the sanctity of the
humblest serviceable labour; it was possessed of a crusading missionary enthusiasm, and proclaiming the World as its
parish, it could not discriminate against
any colour or race among its parishioners.”
Stuart
Piggin
in
Evangelical
Christianity in Australia, makes very similar points about the reforming impact of
evangelicals in the Australian colonies in
favour of self government, universal free
education and social welfare.

L

David
Palmer
In an important book, The
Demoralisation of Society, Gertrude
Himmelfarb describes the decline from
the moral reformation movement of evangelicalism and Methodism of the 18th
century that laid the groundwork for
Victorian “virtues” to become the current
“thoroughly relativised and subjectivised
morality”, where virtues have ceased to be
virtues and became “values”. Himmelfarb
points out that Victorian virtues such as
hard work, self
reliance, temperIt would be a ance, cleanliness,
pride in country
great service as well as faith,
for the hope and love,
Presbyterian were as much
Church to part of the workfund and staff ing classes as of
an Institute the middle class.
She includes
for Christian
an impressive set
Apologetics.
of graphs in the
book based on
historical data demonstrating the gradual
decline in illegitimacy and crime rates in
Britain throughout the second half of the
19th century up to the early 1960s when
both graphs took a sharp upward trend.
Thus between 1960 and 1990 indictable
offences per 100,000 head of population
increased 11-fold! So, during the 1960s
there was a crucial shift in the prevailing
worldview.
Himmelfarb traces the origins of that
change to the 1880s, where she singles out
Friedrich Nietzsche who began to speak
of “values” not as a verb to value something or as a singular noun to indicate the
measure of something, but in the plural,
denoting the current moral beliefs of a
society. This fitted well with Nietzsche’s
death of God philosophy with its death of
truth and of any notion of right and
wrong.
So whereas 19th century morality had a
firm, resolute, indeed largely Christian
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character couched in the language of
virtue, morality after Nietzsche came to
be associated with values, that is, beliefs,
opinions, attitudes, feelings, preferences,
prejudices. This, when coupled with the
notion of non-judgmental individual
rights, has proved destructive to the
Christian moral basis for Western society.
In other words, as Christians we now face
a situation where our own culture is hostile to Christian ethics.
So we return to the question, should
Christians seek through the political
process to legislate Christian morality?
If we are prepared to realistically examine the current decayed nature of
Australian society and feel dismayed by it
and, further, believe that “righteousness
exalts a nation, but sin is a reproach to any
people” (Prov. 14:34) and are willing to
embrace Jeremiah’s exhortation to the
exiles found in Jeremiah 29 (“seek the
welfare of the city where I have sent you
into exile, and pray to the Lord on its
behalf, for in its welfare you will find your
welfare”), then we ought to be prepared
to agitate in a coherent, measured,
informed manner for the moral rejuvenation of Australian society, including legislative changes.
However several caveats are in order.

T

he first undeniable fact is that we live
in spiritually impoverished times. We
are not sailing on the crest of religious
revival. The great moral transformation in
the 19th century English-speaking world
was fuelled by revival fire. This is not our
situation today.
The temperance movement of the 19th
century proved eminently successful in
reducing drunkenness, but by the early
20th century, with revival fire burning low,
prohibition in America proved a disaster,
severely damaging the church’s reputation.
Second, Christians today have fallen
into a stupor best described as nonengagement with the wider culture. This
is a deplorable state of affairs that will be
hard to turn around. Gary Bouma
describes Australian Christianity as a
“low-temperature affair”, not something
to be “overly enthusiastic about”, more
like, borrowing from Manning Clark, “a

whisper in the mind and a shy hope in the
heart”.
Third, Christians engaging politically
for moral reformation need to be able to
take considerable heat, scorn and derision.
This applies to someone like Tony Abbott
holding the health portfolio seeking to
defend the withholding of the abortifacient RU486, suffering defeat for his
pains, or to a church official called to
explain his church’s stand on the acceptability or otherwise of same-sex marriage
on drive-time radio.
What suggestions then for engaging
politically on issues of morality?

W

hile there can be sense and value in
multiple approaches by church and
para-church groups into the political
process, there are also significant advantages in cooperative effort as we saw in the
securing of the Marriage Amendment
Act, supported by both sides of politics
when the Australian Christian Lobby was
able to garner support across the full spectrum of the Christian church – Catholic,
Orthodox and Protestant.
But this can also be duplicated on a
smaller scale when Presbyterians, other
evangelicals and Catholics, notwithstanding significant doctrinal differences, join
forces on pro-life issues.
However, any desire to lobby government and opposition must be backed
by a willingness to engage in public
debate. This can be done by writing letters to newspapers, writing opinion
pieces for online and print media, issuing press releases and being willing to
engage with radio talk show hosts and
so on. At present we have very few people doing this, partly because the
Christian voice is so often ignored and
partly because of the failure of courage
in the face of opposition that is so fierce
and destructive.
A willingness to engage in public
debate carries with it a responsibility to
engage with the arguments of our opponents. Some of our opponents’ arguments
are not easily dismissed but engaging with
them can lead to a strengthened, more
carefully, even sensitively constructed case
to be argued.
Recently I posted an article on abortion on Online Opinion and subsequently
engaged in debate with those opposing
my position. I believe this has better prepared me for the struggle with the
Victorian Government over the decriminalisation of abortion. One specific consequence of the debate was that I was able
to broaden it by helpfully linking abortion

to the breakdown of the conviction
widely held before the 1960s that sex
belongs within marriage.
An important distinction must be
made between those Christian principles
we expect to be demonstrated in the life
of the church and what we may realistically expect from the politicians. Thus,
while we must continue to declare into
Australian society our conviction that
abortion involves the unacceptable and
direct, willed destruction of the unborn
child, we must acknowledge that no government is going to outlaw abortion any
time soon, given the current preference of

The puerile
rantings from
the new
atheists such
as Richard
Dawkins are
the last gasp
of a dying,
decadent
culture.
most Australians to privilege the rights of
the woman over those of her unborn
child. So, in addition to declaring our own
convictions over abortion, rooted in the
Word of God, we should be arguing for
specific measures which will reduce the
number of abortions and so hopefully
precondition Australian society for future
measures to further any downward trend.
Of course other issues are more complex. Christians need not just biblical precepts but technical expertise with a
healthy dose of humility in addressing,
say, economic, trade, poverty and industrial matters or what might constitute a
suitable response to climate change.
In the medium term, it would be a
great service to the wider church in support of the great commission for the
Presbyterian Church of Australia to fund
and staff an Institute for Christian
Apologetics.
Within such a thinktank and working
out of our confessional heritage, qualified
scholars and their students would undertake to dissect and critique all the metanarratives undergirding the present state
of Australian culture, including economics
and capitalism, multiculturalism and Islam,
the place of science and medicine, the purpose of education, what constitutes a family and so on. This should lead on to
proposing and popularising those meta-

narratives that embody Christian principles and serve the cause of the gospel.
We do need to be clear about the times
in which we live. I suggest that we live in a
time when Western culture in all of its
main institutions is utterly inimical to
Christianity, yet a culture that in the profoundest sense is dying, willing itself out
of existence through the individual decisions of its people not to bring children
into the world. This is camouflaged in
Australia partly because we haven’t progressed as far into despair as native
Europeans and partly because of our high
immigration levels. We need to understand the current round of puerile
rantings from the new atheists, Dawkins
et al, are but the last gasp of a dying, decadent culture that still does not recognise
its own terminal condition.
However those in the Global South,
including China, who know and experience the tragedy of the decay of their own
cultures are today embracing Christianity
in unprecedented numbers because, in the
words of the columnist Spengler, they
“turn in fear and trembling to a religion
that represents itself as standing above all
human cultures: the ekklesia of individuals called out from amongst the nations to
the Kingdom of God”.

T

he question is whether we Christians
living in the West, and in Australia in
particular, are willing to break with the
prevailing deathly culture that to our
shame swallowed up so many of our
young people in the aftermath of the
1960s sexual revolution, despite being
brought up in church families and attending Sunday schools.
If we are, we are in for the battle of our
lives, and all for the sake of crown rights
of Christ our redeemer King and for the
recovery, indeed transformation, of our
culture. Do we remain in the bunkers
fighting one another, or do we clamber
out of those bunkers to engage the enemy
for the glory of Christ? Surely in a culture
so mired in sin and its consequences,
resistance is our duty; acquiescence,
defeat and extinction.
So for the sake of our children and succeeding generations, let us in partnership
with like-minded fellow Christians under
God, set our faces and spare no effort, in
the rejuvenation of the institutions of our
culture, including the legal framework
within which we live.
David Palmer is convener of the Church and
Nation Committee of the Presbyterian
ap
Church of Victoria.
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Promises, promises
How to really build a “great society”.

f you’re not already weary of the
2008 presidential campaign — some
15 months before Americans vote —
you must be living in a cave without
cable or internet access. The 2008 campaign began the day after the 2004 election, making this the first non-stop presidential campaign in history.
The media, desperate to sustain interest in the horse race, pursue such earthshattering stories as which candidate
owns the most pets (Senator John
McCain “wins” with three turtles, three
parakeets, two dogs, and a ferret). The
states, eager for prime election coverage
(and money), keep pushing their primaries earlier and earlier.
The campaign is all some people can
think about. Everywhere I go, people
seem almost frantic to know who I’m for
and who I think will win. When I say it’s
too early to tell they’re crestfallen, as if
desperate to attach themselves to a candidate.
Have we finally succumbed to what
Jacques Ellul, the eccentric French
Reformed thinker, prophesied in the
1960s — the politicisation of all aspects of
life? Ellul foresaw the Information Age
and the media’s need for a steady flow of
information to feed the populace. Media
would therefore gravitate to covering centres of power. Politicians would be willing
accomplices, because they’d gain fame
and clout. All of this has happened, creating what Ellul’s prophetic book, The
Political Illusion, predicted: the idea that
every problem has a political solution.
This, he warned, leads to increasing
dependence on the state by ordinary citizens and decreasing citizen control of
government.

I

The Capricorn Coast
Charge
Seeks a Church Planter.

1Jj!
Contact Rev. Jon Chandler
07 49221825
chandlerj@ozemail.com.au

Charles
Colson
From Kennedy’s New Frontier to
LBJ’s Great Society to President Bush’s
No Child Left Behind education initiative, challengers promise new programs,
and, when elected, try to deliver. The
result: Programs pile upon programs,
agencies upon agencies, and the whole
structure of government becomes so
unwieldy it can
hardly function.
We saw this hapWhat Jacques pen in the wake
Ellul predicted of
Hurricane
has happened: Katrina, and I fear
the idea that we might see it
during
every problem again
another terrorist
has a political
attack.
solution.
While political
obsession may be
entertaining, the
people are the ultimate losers. Virtually
everybody has to deal with government,
whether to obtain a driver’s license or to
open a business. We often end up mired in
bureaucratic gridlock, even over minor
issues — precisely as Ellul predicted.
Even Christians can succumb to the
political illusion. Several years ago, a
Christian leader blurted: “I think we have
been legislated out of the possibility of a
spiritual revival.” Some Christians seem
almost defeatist when “our” candidates
lose.
But the real evil of the illusion is that it
distracts us from other aspects of life.
Politics are important, of course:
Christians have a duty to be the best of
citizens, bringing concerns of justice and
righteousness into public life. The importance of being active in the political realm
becomes clear when we realise that two
Bush appointees to the Supreme Court
made the difference in the Court’s decision to uphold the ban on partial-birth
abortion.
But we must keep political activity in
perspective, seeing that it fulfils its proper
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role in what Dutch politician and church
leader Abraham Kuyper labelled “sphere
sovereignty” — each sphere (family,
church, government) carrying out its own
responsibility before God.
This means we must guard against government encroachment on other spheres
and not let the political illusion blind us to
what makes life rich and meaningful: family, church, and community. In short, culture.
Politics is, after all, only an expression
of culture. It cannot be the ultimate
source of meaning and influence in any
society if people wish to remain free.
Ironically, while Western nations
appear to be in the grip of the political
illusion, the developing world is more
realistic. A few years ago, political
observers were convinced that South
America’s poor would embrace liberation
theology with its Marxist promises of
justice and wealth redistribution. But to
their surprise, the people rejected it. The
reason: they knew governments were
corrupt, and they distrusted political
messiahs.

T

hey chose instead Pentecostalism and
conservative Christianity. Women
discovered that conversion meant their
husbands would stay home with them
instead of going to taverns at night, and
thus they became great evangelists. The
church delivered the goods, and that was
far more attractive than the vain promises
of politicians.
Perhaps, after this exhausting, multimillion-dollar presidential campaign,
Americans may be so gorged on politics
that we will finally say “enough!” Then
we, like our neighbours to the south, will
reject the promises of political messiahs in
favour of building up the crumbling cultural infrastructure: our families, our
churches, and our communities. We who
have historically kept politics and culture
in balance can help open our neighbours’
eyes to the same realisation: A far richer
life is ahead once we reject illusory campaign promises.
This article is reprinted from Christianity
ap
Today.
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The vote
that counts
20 daily Bible studies in
Psalms 90-91, 93-94, 96-104*
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his month Australians will choose the
party that will govern them for the next
four years. Life is about choices. Which
party forms a government, and who will be
our Prime Minister, may have some bearing on
where we go as a nation, some bearing on our
properity, our lifestyle, our international relations,
even our culture and national identity; but I suspect it won’t make a huge difference one way or
the other. It would be interesting to see what the
response would be if voting were not compulsory!

T

What will make a big difference to our lifestyle, in
fact to our eternal destiny, is the choice we make
about God and His revelation of Himself in creation, in His written Word, and in His Son, Jesus.
The psalms we are looking at this month make it
quite clear that voting in this matter is also compulsory – there is no neutral ground.
Most Australians don’t see things as black and
white as God says they are in the Bible. A major
part of the task of evangelism today is to convince
people that voting is compulsory, that there is only
the prospect of eternal pain and misery (starting
now) for all those who don’t vote for Jesus, and
that there is some urgency about making the right
choice.
* Psalms 92 and 95 can be found in the March
2005 and June 2006 issues respectively.

May our reflection on these psalms inspire us to
make the right choice.
Bruce Christian
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How our Maker sees us.

DAY 1
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 90:1-12

THE POINT If there is anything in our society that points to

our spiritual depravity it is how much our way of thinking
diverges from what God declares in this psalm. The vast
majority of people today is in denial about Man’s sinful nature
and his Creator’s justified anger, and would reject this part of
God’s revelation.
THE PARTICULARS

• God has always “been there” for His people. Verses 1-2
imply that Man, made in His image and likeness, existed in His
Plan before He formed anything else. Thus He created the
Universe with us in mind; it is no wonder that everything is
“just right” for us!

• Nevertheless, something has gone radically wrong, and we
are now totally at variance with our God: He is infinite, we are
finite; He is in heaven and we belong to the earth; we are confined in a time-space system, but He is beyond it; death and
decay are an essential part of our existence (2nd Law of
Thermodynamics!); instead of there being peace between us,
God is angry and we live relatively short, unhappy, troubled
lives in fear of Him – all because we have broken His rules and
pleased ourselves (3-10).
• If God is justly angry, and I am accountable to Him, surely
my most urgent task is to find out how He wants me to live
(11-12).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Does the Church today avoid declaring what is unpalatable?

May God’s favour rest on us.

DAY 2
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 90:13-17

THE POINT The sad result of our denial of our sinful condi-

tion is that we don’t seek help and so will suffer the eternal
consequences. But Moses knew that the God who is angry is
also a God of loving kindness and compassion – there is hope
to be found in Him!
THE PARTICULARS

• The psalmist knows his God has the right to be angry with
him and to punish him. But he appeals to Him to change His
mind (the word translated “relent” also means “turn/repent”)
on the basis of the other side of His character: His compassion/love (13-14).
• We can begin each day with a glad heart if we know it is fired

up by our LORD’s faithful covenant love/mercy/kindness
(14).
• The psalmist knows that God is not only able to forgive, but
to make up for lost ground in the past – which is very comforting when we look back at lost opportunities (15, cf Joel 2:25).
• In stark contrast with our imperfection, fragility and transience (cf 3-6), what God does is glorious and lasts from generation to generation. On the strength of this, and by His grace,
we can ask Him to add value to our efforts, so that what is useful for His glory and kingdom will last (16-17; cf Matthew
6:19-21, 33).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Do you actively seek the Lord’s blessing on your daily work?

Safe in the shadow of the Lord.

DAY 3
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 91:1-16

THE POINT At the close of the 19th Century civilised man

was anticipating Utopia on earth: education, science/technology, and increasing medical knowledge, would provide answers
for everything – no more disease/poverty/crime, but rather
“peace and goodwill” on earth. Many wars and 100 years later
we are not likely to be disillusioned like this again. With terrorism, pandemics (who would have predicted AIDS back
then?), and natural disasters, we realise only too well just how
vulnerable we are – and will always be. Even modern technology, in the hands of sinful men, becomes a threat to the moral
fabric of our society. This psalm makes it quite clear that the
only safe place, ever, is in our God.

THE PARTICULARS

• God’s just anger is being poured out on sinful humanity (cf
90:7-10; Romans 1:18-32). There is no safety to be found in
running from Him, only to Him – to be sheltered in His
unfailing love (1-6).
• Experience shows us that God’s people are not protected
from trouble in this life; but through faith in God they are protected in the trouble (7-16; verses 14-16 are pointing ultimately
to the eternal victory we have through Christ, cf Hebrews
11:32-40).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How does Jesus’ answer to Satan in Luke 4:9-12 help us to
interpret our own pain and suffering in the light of this psalm?

The LORD is King....

DAY 4
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 93:1-5

THE POINT Have you ever stood helplessly watching, or

even experiencing, the power of pounding waves? The TV
images of the effects of the 2004 tsunami to our north were
frightening. God gave Noah the sign of the rainbow (Genesis
9:12-16) because He knew how frightening the power of water
can appear to us (cf eg Jonah 2 and 2 Samuel 22:5ff). Psalm 93
reaffirms to us in words what the rainbow declares as a symbolic sign of God’s common grace.
THE PARTICULARS

• Because “The LORD is King!”, ruling in majesty for all eternity, He can assure us that the inhabited world will continue to
serve His and our purposes adequately for as long as He deter1 4 • AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N

mines – our concerns about global warming and the availability
of food and non-renewable mineral resources notwithstanding!
(1-2).
• The Sovereign Lord showed His great power over the whole
of His Creation, and the way it functions, in Noah’s flood. Our
present concerns about the drought and global warming are a
reminder of our helplessness in comparison. Jesus’ power to
control the weather was proof of His divinity (3-4; Mark 4:41).
• God’s real glory is not just His mighty deeds, but His declaration of them, and His character, in His Word (5; cf Isaiah
41:21-29).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Is your “God” in full control of all the world’s “natural” events?
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...therefore relax!.

DAY 5
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 94:1-15

THE POINT The modern view of God that refuses to hear

what He clearly says in His Word about His wrath and final
Judgement robs the believer of the comfort and peace God
desires him to have now.
THE PARTICULARS

• The just and powerful God, who is Light itself, cannot leave
sin unpunished forever. “Nothing has changed the Sun or corrupted the Judge: it is simply that the night is long.” (Kidner)
(1-3).
• The Church can plead with God on the basis of His covenant
promises (5, 14); surely He can deal decisively with the arrogant
who attack His people as if He neither saw nor cared (4-7)!

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are you truly resting secure in God’s providence in your life?

Two roads, one refuge.

DAY 6
THE PASSAGE

• Man’s natural stupidity is seen most clearly in his refusal to
recognise the existence of a just God to whom he must one day
give account: the human eye and ear are proof enough that
there is a Designer who sees and hears! (8-11; cf Romans 1:1824, 32)
• The best approach to take to trouble and defeat at the hands
of the wicked is to see these episodes as the Lord’s discipline,
and therefore quite a positive expression of His blessing;
because it is only a matter of time before relief comes, why not
relax now and “enjoy” His loving providence? (12-15; cf
Hebrews 12:4-11)

PSALM 94:16-23

THE POINT There are only two ways to live: the way of the

wicked leading to destruction; and the way of faith that finds
refuge in God.
THE PARTICULARS

• Saving faith is crying out to the Lord because we realise that
without His help we are powerless to withstand the evil forces
that would draw us away from Him to spiritual death (16-17).
• The life of faith is more about discovering the power of
God’s covenant love, comfort and joy in the midst of weakness,
failure and anxiety, and less about being free of such troubles
(18-19).
• Although the LORD is a forgiving God, He is also a just

God, and in the end, while ever the ungodly persist in their
wickedness, there can be no compromise, no fellowship
between the two. This dichotomy is declared in Psalm 1, then
upheld consistently throughout the psalter, as it is in the whole
of Scripture (20-23).
• The salient fact for the psalmist is that, no matter what his
life experiences might seem to indicate, nothing can shift him
from his total trust in God as his rock of refuge. It is interesting that his struggle against the forces of evil is essential to the
process by which the LORD has become (NIV, ESV) his
fortress (22)!
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Has the Church today compromised too much with the world?

Mighty God....

DAY 7
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 96:1-13

THE POINT The account of David’s bringing the Ark of the

Covenant up to Jerusalem in 1 Chronicles 16 includes the
songs of thanksgiving they sang. Psalm 96 was one of them
(recorded almost verbatim in verses 23-33), appropriate for the
occasion because it speaks of the praise due to the LORD who
is the God of all the earth: it anticipates the New Jerusalem,
when Christ comes for His Bride.
THE PARTICULARS

• The continual praise of the whole world belongs to the
LORD, the God of Israel, because of His glory and saving
power (1-3).
• He alone is worthy of man’s praise: He alone is the Creator

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Does this psalm describe your church’s approach to worship?

...How might He judge?.

DAY 8
THE PASSAGE

of the Universe; all other gods that man may want to worship
are nothing more than the product of his own imagination and
labour (cf 115:2-8); and when men meet to worship Him, His
splendour, majesty, strength, glory and holiness are clearly
demonstrated. Therefore, all creation is commanded to worship Him with a humble attitude that reflects His greatness and
holiness (4-9).
• Let there not be a sense of gloom over the globe! The LORD
is in complete control of all He has made; His truth and justice
must prevail. Let every created thing and person sing for joy!
(10-13)

PSALM 97:1-12

THE POINT “With its companions, especially its immediate

neighbours, this psalm sings of God’s coming as universal king.
But whereas Pss 96 and 98 catch the sheer delight ... in store for
the world, here the doom of rebels brings out the darker side of
that event. If 96:10ff pictured, as it were, the home-coming of a
beloved master, this psalm shows the awesome approach of a
conqueror.” (Kidner).
THE PARTICULARS

• God visits His world as both Saviour and Judge. For those
who look to Him as their redeemer His visitation means rejoicing (1, 8-12); for those who persist in rejecting Him, it means
trembling and fear (2-7). Jesus reinforces this “whole” picture

of God in His own teaching (cf eg Matthew 25:31-46, John
3:16-20, 9:39-41).
• The graphic imagery of “consuming fire”, “lightning”, “melting mountains” (volcanoes?), etc, to describe the working out
of God’s holiness in Judgement, was a powerful reality at Sinai,
and at other times in Israel’s history. The world today is foolish to ignore such “acts of God” as Christ’s Return approaches.
• The basis of the assurance believers have of meeting Jesus on
the Last Day as Saviour and not as Judge is grace, not merit; but
its practical expression is righteous living, hating evil (10-12).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Has the warning of Judgement gone from the Church’s message?

AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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PSALM 98:1-9

THE POINT For God’s people suffering under the oppression
of a hostile world, the Lord’s coming in power, as the righteous
Judge of all the earth, is synonymous with His bringing salvation; they have for too long been treated unfairly, in spite of,
and in many cases because of, their humble obedience to God’s
revealed will in His Word. It is not surprising that they want
all the world to join with them in praise, singing the “new
song” about His salvation.
THE PARTICULARS

• Israel’s Messianic hope, for God to act with power to rescue
His people from unjust oppression, to establish peace and jus-

tice and provide a salvation that would encompass all nations,
has clearly been fulfilled in Jesus, whose name means “salvation” (Jeshuah)! God has revealed Himself everywhere in
Him, so the “new song” belongs to Him alone; expressions like
“marvellous”, “right hand”, “holy arm”, “salvation”, “righteousness”, “remembered”, “love” and “faithfulness” are all an essential part of the vocabulary of the Gospel of redemption (1-3).
• We are encouraged to sing, shout, make (loud/trumpet)
music to the LORD, the King (1, 4-6), and for all Creation to
join us (7-9).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Does your singing in public worship do justice to this psalm?

The LORD our God is holy.

DAY 10
THE PASSAGE

D Y

Let us sing to the God of salvation.

DAY 9
THE PASSAGE

U

PSALM 99:1-9

THE POINT This psalm is again looking forward to Jesus,

who would meet all the demands of the law of a holy God, and
then provide the “sacrifice of atonement” (Romans 3:25) – the
word used for the “atonement cover” on the ark over which the
cherubim arched.
THE PARTICULARS

• The LORD who “sits enthroned between the cherubim” is
none other than the King who will judge the world by His law
(the Ten Commandments encased in the ark of the covenant
below this “throne”); the exhortation to “the nations” and “the
earth” to “tremble” and “quake” is therefore not surprising, if
we consider how our own nation might rate on this basis when

it’s time! (1)
• But God’s covenant people knew there was hope: this
“throne” was called the “atonement cover” or “mercy seat”
(Exodus 25:10-22) showing God to be a forgiving God, the
God who had made Himself approachable through Moses,
Aaron, Samuel, etc (6-8).
• God’s greatness, commanding awe, worship and submission
from all His creatures, derives from His holiness and justice (25, 9).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Have we lost a true feeling for God’s holiness today? Has
this resulted in our having a diminished sense of what Jesus
really achieved for us by His substitutionary death on the cross?

How is your singing?.

DAY 11
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 100:1-5

THE POINT “The Old Hundredth” is a very well known

psalm; but has its message really penetrated our hearts, and if
so, would this be obvious to anyone who might drop in on our
Sunday worship?
THE PARTICULARS

• The LORD, the one true and living God, who has revealed
Himself to us in Creation, in His written Word, the Bible, and
in His Son, the Lord Jesus Christ, wants us to worship Him
with unimpeded enthusiasm. Expressions like “shout for joy”,
“worship with gladness”, “joyful songs”, are not the language of
half-hearted formality, or going through the motions by force
of habit (1-2).

• Belonging to the covenant LORD, as the people He made to
have fellowship with Him, makes worship a very communal,
joint activity; the symbolism of being His “sheep” reinforces
this fact (3).
• Thanksgiving and praise are inseparable parts of worship (4).
• God’s love/mercy and faithfulness are inseparable aspects of
His character, as so many of the psalms testify (5; cf 92:1, 98:3,
etc)!
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• In the light of this psalm, would God have been pleased with
the way you worshipped Him last Lord’s Day? What might
have pleased Him more? How did your “body language” during
the worship time encourage others to worship enthusiastically?

Walk the talk.

DAY 12
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 101:1-8

THE POINT In the middle of his classic discussion on the res-

urrection, Paul slips in the little adage, “Bad company corrupts
good character” (1 Corinthians 15:33). Solomon’s point in
Proverbs 22:24-25 is the same. King David devotes a whole
psalm to this important matter, recognising that a godly example and a “clean CV” are a must for someone in leadership.
Many political leaders and other high-profile people in our society make this discovery too late!
THE PARTICULARS

• As Jesus made clear to the Pharisees, sounding off about
God’s covenant love/mercy and justice, but not reflecting such
qualities in one’s life, is gross hypocrisy. David knows that
integrity in his life is essential if he is to walk with God as his
1 6 • AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N

King (1-2a).
• How often does the path to disgrace of a gifted leader begin
in his home: the TV room, at the computer, in the bedroom
(2b-3a)?
• That David needs to assert these vows so strongly shows
how susceptible the human heart is to corrupting influences
(3b-5, 7).
• It is also good to encourage godly “accountability partners”
(6).
• Maintaining a blameless, godly life requires daily attention (8).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What adjustments do you need to make to your habits at
home or work, or to your social calendar, in the light of this
psalm?
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PSALM 102:1-11

THE POINT The sentiments expressed in the first part of this

psalm are not uncommon, even, and perhaps especially, to those
who long for a quiet, peaceful, satisfying relationship with their
God in the midst of a hostile, ungodly world – who long for
the blessing He promises to those who are His – and yet these
are absent. These words would have flowed easily from the
lips of Job – or Jesus!
THE PARTICULARS

• The most distressing characteristic of the low points in our
life is the feeling God is refusing to listen to us when we pray
(1-2).
• The Greeks tried to disengage the body from the soul. The
Jews were only too aware of the close connection between the

two: spiritual battles affect our physical/emotional well-being
(3-5).
• To feel alone in the world, disconnected from kith and kin,
can be devastating ... but then to feel God also has left us ... (67)!
• Verses 8-10 echo Jesus’ cry of Psalm 22:1 from the cross; it
helps us to know what He endured for us, and so to find refuge
in Him.
• As in Psalm 90, we are reminded of our frailty and finiteness;
this encourages us to look to the eternal, infinite God for
meaning and purpose for our lives (11; cf 12ff tomorrow and
90:12-17).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Read Hebrews 2:14-18; 4:14-16. Do you look to Jesus for help?

God cares about His Church.

DAY 14
THE PASSAGE

D Y

A desperate cry for help.

DAY 13
THE PASSAGE

U

PSALM 102:12-22

THE POINT The “But you, O LORD” which introduces this

part of Psalm 102 dramatically changes the psalmist’s outlook.
Knowing his God makes all the difference to his situation. We
must all bear such firm testimony to encourage future generations of believers.
THE PARTICULARS

• Regardless of what might appear to be the case as God’s people, His Church, are mocked and mistreated by the world, the
reality is that the LORD remains King, and there is a set time
coming, no matter how long it might be delayed, when His
compassion for His Church, Zion, will move Him to act on her
behalf (12-14).

• Jesus’ promise to His disciples about the future of His
Church (Matthew 16:18) and His coming in glory (Mark
13:26f) see this prophecy fulfilled and His distressed people
vindicated (15-17).
• Our generation, like others before us, has had the privilege of
seeing how Jesus’ saving work has “declared” (established) the
LORD’s “name” (his divine attributes, including justice and
mercy); we look forward with future generations to the growth
of His Kingdom through His Church throughout the world as
people of every nation and language assemble to worship Him
(18-22).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are the “stones of Zion” (14; cf 1 Peter 2:4-5) “dear” to you?

God of Eternity.

DAY 15

pated words of the Messiah, a reasonable conclusion from the
English versions based on the Hebrew (Massoretic) text, but
clearer still from the Greek version (Septuagint) compiled in
the centuries prior to the birth of Jesus. So we have in this
psalm a comprehensive picture of Christ’s work of salvation –
His humiliation/suffering/rejection; His love for, and establishment of, His Church; and the sense of timelessness that undergirds this whole Plan.

is but part of a bigger salvation story that spans eternity (2324).
• The whole space-time Universe is God’s creation, a mere
subset of His essential being. He Himself remains unchanged
no matter what might happen to the heavens and the earth
(which the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics tells us is disintegrating anyway!) – and the Messiah is the unchanging God (25-27;
cf Hebrews 13:8).
• The beautiful truth about the Church in the closing verse of
this psalm is echoed in Revelation 21:1-7 (28).

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• The psalmist (speaking as the promised Messiah) pleads on
the basis of God’s Plan that His suffering and apparent demise

• How does this picture of God, His Son and His Church
affect you?

THE PASSAGE

PSALM 102:23-28

THE POINT Hebrews 1:10-12 sees Psalm 102 as the antici-

Count your many blessings.

DAY 16
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 103:1-5

THE POINT It is the testimony of Scripture as a whole that

God’s people are not immune from the pain and trouble of a
world broken by sin and its common devastating effects; but to
experience the Lord’s blessing in the midst of this suffering is
perfect bliss, and we do well to reflect deeply on this truth in
perplexing times.
THE PARTICULARS

• The word translated “praise” by the NIV in this psalm has
the root meaning of “blessing” (it is not the “hallelujah” that
occurs more commonly, eg at the end of 104). When the
LORD interacts with His covenant people there is mutual
blessing (1, 2, 20-22).

• David wants every part of him, all that constitutes his being
as a person, to participate in this giving and receiving of blessing (1).
• He wants to be totally absorbed into God’s holy character (1).
• He wants to remind himself of all the advantages that flow
from being God’s person: the forgiveness of all his sins (3); the
sense of wholeness this gives in a sin-sick world (3); the hope
of eternal life (4); knowing God’s covenant love and deep compassion (4); the sense of contentment and freshness (5, cf
Isaiah 40:30-31).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• When did you last “count your many blessings” to “see what
God has done” for you? Were you “surprised” by your list?
AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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God is not always fair – whew!.

DAY 17
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 103:6-18

THE POINT There are times when we quite rightly long for

God’s justice to prevail; but there are many other times when
our very survival depends on His forgoing His justice for the
sake of His mercy!
THE PARTICULARS

• There is great comfort in knowing that evil and injustice will
not prevail, that their victims will be vindicated in the end, and
that our righteous God will finally restore proper relationships
(6).
• Israel, under the leadership of Moses as the LORD’s
spokesman, enjoyed the potential of such a God-blessed society, even though their failure to keep His Law kept them from

experiencing it (7).
• There is also great comfort in knowing that God’s just wrath
against human sin is tempered by His grace and mercy in the
outworking of His covenant love for His chosen people (8-10).
• The extent of this love is beyond measure, just as the extent
to which He takes all our sin away is beyond measure (11-12).
• God knows the gap between Creator and creature is much
greater than we are prepared to admit, yet He still loves us as a
caring, compassionate Father, aware of all our limitations (1316).
• God’s love is both unconditional and conditional (17-18)!
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What tensions in this passage are resolved in/by Jesus? How?

Praise, my soul, the King of heaven.

DAY 18
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 103:19-22

THE POINT The problem in the Garden of Eden was Man’s

discontent with only being like God – he wanted to be God.
David has just been reflecting on the result of this: sin, sickness, disease, death. This gave him the framework in which to
see God’s whole Plan of Salvation: His anger with sin, met by
His compassion and forgiveness; Man’s weakness and inability
to meet the terms of the covenant, met by God’s covenant
love; the briefness of Man’s existence, met by God’s eternal
faithfulness to generation after generation. Now David is able
to end the psalm as he began: the LORD, not Man, is King –
let every creature praise/bless Him!

THE PARTICULARS

• The LORD exists in the heavenly realm, unseen yet all powerful, from where He rules over everything He has made, the
King of kings and Lord of lords; He alone is God (19, Isaiah
44:14-25).
• There are in the heavenly realms mighty angels who serve
God always, in perfect obedience, unaffected by human sin (2021).
• David calls on everything God has created to join with him in
praise and blessing the God who made them; that such response
is fitting should be obvious from all he has been saying (22).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Does your whole life/being show the world that Jesus is Lord?

So they are without excuse.

DAY 19
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 104:1-18

THE POINT The Scriptures consistently acknowledge God as

the designer, creator and controller of the whole universe. Like
the previous psalm, to which it is linked by its opening and
closing sentences, Psalm 104 calls on us, and everything around
us, to give Him the praise and blessing that is due to Him. The
Apostle Paul reminds us in Romans 1:20 that there is no excuse
for failing to do so!
THE PARTICULARS

• The opening and closing sentences (1a, 35b), linking this
psalm to the previous one, suggest that it was also written by
David.
• As in many psalms, David alternates between talking about
God (2-5, 10-23) and talking to Him (1b, 6-9, 24-30), thus

betraying the depth and intensity of his feeling about what he is
writing.
• David endorses the Bible’s account of Creation (Genesis 1)
and the Flood (Genesis 6-9) wholeheartedly as they stand (19).
• David sees Creation as the work of an intelligent Designer
who made everything, especially the earth’s ecology, to serve
His divine purposes for Man, and for our benefit and blessing
(10-18).
• The LORD controls all the weather – in every detail (3b-4).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are you allowing the claims of modern science to limit your
view of God, and therefore the extent to which you praise
Him?

Intelligent design.

DAY 20
THE PASSAGE

PSALM 104:19-35

THE POINT David is so impressed by God’s Creation,

including its more fearsome aspects, that he wants it to display
God’s glory for ever. He himself will work to that end, reflecting on it and proclaiming it continually, and even desiring for all
who oppose God’s rule and His glory to be totally removed
(see 33-35).
THE PARTICULARS

• The functioning of the Universe, especially in relation to
planet Earth with so many unique features (further substantiated as we explore deeper and deeper into outer space!) indicates a careful design and therefore an Intelligent Designer (1920a).
• God’s deliberate design of night and day (cf Genesis 1:3-5),
1 8 • AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N

and of the nocturnal hunting habits of our predators, makes it
possible for us to go about our daily work in relative safety
(20b-23).
• The ecological balance in our natural world, including even
large sea creatures (cf the fascination with whale-watching as
“sport” today!), and even things like the possibility of shipping
transport, are further clear proof of Intelligent Design (24-28).
• Life on earth is sustained by God’s grace alone (29-30).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How many links can you find between Psalm 104 and
Genesis 1?
• Do you share the psalmist’s desire for God’s glory to be
“seen”?
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Across
Australia
A Christian vote

M
oderator-General Robert Benn has
made the following statement. With the
elections coming up we have a responsibility to encourage the members of our
churches to place a vote that best brings
Christian influence into the public square.
During the past few days I have been
speaking at length with Jim Wallace,
CEO of the Australian Christian Lobby,
and this information is a direct result.
The ACL has launched a website, the
centre piece of which is the political parties’ responses to 25 questions it put to
them. The answers will be the verbatim
responses from the parties, not ACL’s
interpretation of them, and it will be at
www.australiavotes.org . It will also have
the facility for people accessing it to select
a topic (such as poverty) and display the
responses from each party on that topic in
an easily comparable format, and other
useful information, including how sitting
members voted on conscience votes.
ACL assures me this is not party-partisan and that the parties have taken a lot of
time to answer their questions carefully
and specifically, at what for them is a very
busy time. The answers have received the
attention of the highest levels of the party
campaign machinery, although you should
be aware that the Greens have declined to
give responses to the questions.
I think you will agree that this is a very
appropriate service for the church to be
giving its people, and ask you to visit the
site and consider ways in which you may
inform our people (eg making known the
details of the website, selecting and publishing items of special interest, etc).

E
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Presbyterians in such ways as financing
ministry to HIV/AIDS orphans in
Malawi, granting scholarships to students
for the ministry in Sudan, helping to rehouse displaced people in Zimbabwe,
building the framework and roof of three
churches in Zambia, helping a children’s’
home in India.
Mr Thomas says some congregations
have committed their Christmas Day
offering to other worthy causes, and the
PresAID committee does not wish to
deter any congregation from giving their
offering to the cause they feel led to. It
asks that consideration be given to the
PresAID Appeal, and promises that every
dollar raised will be forwarded to the worthy causes promoted by PresAID.

GAA thinks national

T

he 46th session of the General
Assembly of Australia was held in Sydney
from 10 September. Among the decisions
taken were a request to the Code
Committee to prepare and distribute a
comprehensive discussion paper on the
advantages and disadvantages of a national
church, including consideration of the
practical implications of such a change.
Reports will be made to the 2010
Assembly after the paper has been considered by presbyteries and state assemblies.

Darwin work starts

The GAA received the report of the

Presbyterian
Inland
Mission
Committee, welcomed the patrol padres
to the assembly and gave thanks to God
for the recommencement of work in
Darwin with the appointment of the Rev.
Robert Duncanson to minister there. It
also appointed a Committee on Women’s
Ministries with the Rev. John McClean
as convener.
It also received the report of
Australian Presbyterian World Mission,
expressed its thanks to God for the number of missionary candidates coming forward, expressed its thanks to APWM staff
members for their untiring service, reappointed the Rev. Phil Simmonds as
associate director of Mission Partners
for a further three years, encouraged commissioners, sessions and local missions
committees to promote responsible support for the church’s cross cultural mission programme and expressed its thanks
to returned missionaries.

Gift to Reformed Fellowship

T

he GAA received the report of its
Committee on Relations With Other
Churches, agreed to give $US2000 a year
for the next three years to the World
Reformed Fellowship, authorised the
Moderator-General to attend as a voting
delegate the World Reformed Fellowship
meeting in 2010. It asked the committee
to establish contact with the General
Synod of the Reformed Church of
South Africa (GKSA) with a view to

PresAID overseas

TAustralia
he recent General Assembly of
appointed an Overseas Aid and
Development Committee to administer
PresAID (Presbyterians Assisting In
Development). Former ModeratorGeneral Bob Thomas is convener.
The aim of PresAID is to encourage
congregations to devote their Christmas
Day and Good Friday offerings to financing projects in sister Presbyterian
Churches in the developing world,
according to Mr Thomas.
Over the past two years the church has
carried out a pilot scheme helping fellow
AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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developing an inter-church relationship as
a means of being able to assist the large
number of Afrikaans people coming to
Australia.

Let all Rejoice

TCommittee
he GAA received the report of its
on Public Worship and Aids
to Devotion, recommended Rejoice!
backing music CDs (Psalm Tree Music)
for those congregations without organists
and authorised the committee to develop
a new resource called Bible Reading Notes
and Bible Reading Calendar for the
Church.
The Rev. Mike Wharton was reappointed Webmaster for the Presbyterian
Church of Australia. The Finance
Committee with the General Assembly
of Western Australia will raise funds from
across the Presbyterian Church of
Australia to plant a church in metropolitan Perth in 2010. The GAA asked the
larger state assemblies to consider how
they might offer tangible continued support to the smaller states.

No to same-sex IVF

TChurch
he GAA received the report of its
and Nation Committee,
encouraged all state assemblies to adopt a
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regular annual period of prayer and fasting
culminating in some form of celebration
on Reformation Sunday, adopted a statement on abortion, affirmed the church’s
commitment to provide appropriate pastoral care and gospel ministry for unmarried mothers and women who have had an
abortion or who have considered an abortion, and commended David Palmer’s
report on climate change. It requested the
Federal Government and Opposition
not to extend entitlements which properly belong to families to same-sex
domestic partnerships and requested the
federal Attorney-General and shadow
Attorney-General to move to amend the
Sex Discrimination Act in such a way as to
prevent same-sex partners and singles
from continuing to access artificial reproductive technology.

In 1995 at the age of 85 David was granted
the status of elder emeritus. A man of
integrity and compassion, he was greatly
respected by his fellow elders.
For David prayer was a way of life and
if there was a prayer meeting called he was
always there. He knew and loved the
Scriptures. He had a passion for every
effort to make the good news of Jesus
known to others. He was strongly supported in his ministry by his wife Marion,
who died last year after 64 years of marriage. David loved singing, and was in the
choir for many years.

No-Pope zone

Redeeming the time

Section: World

Around
the World

Tbearer,
he GAA has declared that no office A Singaporean judge sentenced a man to
or any other person, is authorised four months in jail for stealing a Bible,
to represent the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church of Australia at any
function or any other activity associated
with the visit of the Pope to Australia in
2008.

New minister at Elizabeth

AElizabeth
large congregation gathered at the
church in the Torrens
Presbytery (SA) for the induction of the
Rev. Kevin Stow, the first full-time minister there for many years. State
Moderator Gary Ware traveled up from
Mt Gambier to take part in the induction.
There are now ministers and home missionaries in 11 out of the 12 parishes and
home mission stations that make up the
PCSA. The only vacancy left in the PCSA
is at Whyalla.

Vale David Rae

The longest-serving elder of the
Presbyterian Church in Tasmania, Elder
Emeritus David Thomas Rae of St
Andrew’s Launceston went to be with
the Lord on 18 August 2007, aged 97.
Born on 18 March 1910, David was a
migrant from Scotland and served the
church for many years. He became a deacon in 1933, a Sunday school teacher in
1934, an elder in 1950, and served as session clerk for 25 years from 1958.
He could always be relied upon. He
was a man of strong convictions and opinions and he stated them fearlessly and if
necessary sometimes somewhat sternly.
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admonishing him with Scripture before
hauling him off to prison, The Straits
Times newspaper reported.
District Judge Bala Reddy also gave a
new Bible to the 26-year-old thief, who
said he had tried to steal the book from a
bookshop last month because he wanted
to replace his old, tattered copy.
At the sentencing, the judge told the
defendant – who has previous convictions
for theft – to open his gift. “You will see at
page 65 that it says “Thou shalt not steal,”
Judge Reddy said.
“While you are in prison, sit in prison
and read the Bible, and ensure that you
don’t come before the courts again.”
Reuters

Muslims rampage in Nigeria

AWadaMuslim
rampage last week in Tudun
Dankaadi town in the northern
state of Kano resulted in the killing of 10
Christians and the destruction of nine
churches, according to eyewitnesses.
Another 61 people were injured and more
than 500 displaced in the 28 September
disturbance, touched off when Muslim
students of Government College-Tudun
Wada Dankadai, a public high school,
claimed that a Christian student had
drawn a cartoon of Islam’s prophet,
Muhammad, on the wall of the school’s
mosque.
Rabiu Danbawa, pastor of an area
Evangelical Church of West Africa congregation, said he stood about 500 metres
from his church and parish home as it
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burned. “There was nothing I could do,”
he said. “I did not know the fate of my
wife and my children.” Danbawa said he
went to the police station, only to find the
police dispersing the many Christians
who had run there to escape the attack.
“We were told to leave, as our safety could
not be guaranteed,” he said, in tears.
“Women and children all scampered to the
bush, only to be attacked by the Muslims
who had already hid themselves in the
bush awaiting their Christian prey.”

Defying death threats

D
eath threats and other dangers have
driven most of the members of a church
of converts from Islam to other parts of
northern Nigeria – yet a fellowship
remains. Of the 25 converts who formed
a church in the city of Maiduguri in the
north-eastern state of Borno two years
ago, only three remain. Still, while worshipping separately in the towns where
they now reside, once a month the converts brave the threats of Islamic extremists and family members to return to
Maiduguri to secretly pray and praise
together.
“The venue and time is agreed among
themselves, and the venue is also changed
every meeting so that they are not
attacked,” said the Rev. Titus Dama Pona,
founder of Good Way Mission, who
planted the church, Kanuri Christian
Fellowship, in September 2005. The only
known underground fellowship in
Nigeria, the group is said to be the first
church among the Kanuri and Shuwa
Arab ethnic groups in the Islamic enclave
of Borno.
Compass Direct

Robot spouse

TNetherlands
he University of Maastricht in the
is awarding a doctorate to a
researcher who wrote a paper on marriages between humans and robots.
David Levy, a British artificial intelligence researcher at the college, wrote in
his thesis, “Intimate Relationships with
Artificial Partners”, that trends in robotics
and shifting attitudes on marriage are
likely to result in sophisticated robots that
will eventually be seen as suitable marriage
partners.
Levy’s conclusion was based on about
450 publications in the fields of psychology, sexology, sociology, robotics, materials science, artificial intelligence, gender
studies and computer-human interaction.
The thesis examines human attitudes
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toward affection, love and sexuality and
concluded that the findings are just as
applicable to human interaction with
robots of the future as they are to the relationships between humans of today.

Turks deny attacks

Tincreasing
urkish Protestants have reported
attacks and threats in recent
months despite claims by President
Abdullah Gul recently that Christians in
Turkey are not targeted. The threats have
increased since two Turkish Christian
converts and a German Christian were
tortured and killed at Zirve Publishing
House in Malatya on 18 April.
Soner Tufan, director of Radio
Shema, a Christian station in Ankara, said
that since the Malatya murders, at least
three times a month men have come to
the station’s door and threatened workers.
In Antalya, Antalya Bible Church pastor
Ramazan Arkan said that he is pursuing
four court cases against a construction
worker who began threatening church
members in May, and one member of his
flock was assaulted after a church service
in August. In spite of the murder of
Catholic priest Andrea Santoro in
February 2006, the ritual slayings in
Malatya, and other incidents, President
Abdullah Gul told a Council of Europe
gathering in Strasbourg, France, “There
are no attacks targeting Christians in
Turkey.”

Olympic crackdown

Cadvocates
hina’s crackdown on religious freedom
ahead of the Beijing Olympics
extended to two Christian human rights
lawyers in September. Li Heping released
a statement saying a group of men
ordered him to stop practicing law, beat
him and struck him with electric batons
for nearly five hours on 29 September.
The previous Saturday, Christian
human rights lawyer Gao Zhisheng and
his family were reportedly arrested a day
after he sent an open letter to the US
Congress listing human rights abuses.
Gao has been under house arrest since his
December 2006 conviction for “inciting
subversion”, serving a sentence of three
years with five years probation for his
human rights defence work.
Li Heping said the men covered his
head with a cloth bag and took him to a
basement in a Beijing suburb. “There, several people took turns to beat me brutally,
slap my face, hit me on the head with
water bottles, and kick me,” he said. “The

most unbearable form of their torture was
hitting me with high-voltage electric
batons.”

Hindus limit conversions

THimachal
he Congress Party government in
Pradesh state has brought into
force its “anti-conversion” law six months
after the governor gave assent to the controversial bill regulating religious conversions. The move brings the number of
states with anti-conversion laws in India
to four: Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh,
Orissa and Himachal Pradesh, although
in Chhattisgarh the governor is seeking
the opinion of the Attorney General of
India on the legislation.
Lansinglu Rongmei of the Christian
Legal Association said her organisation
would challenge the constitutional validity of the law in Himachal Pradesh, which
requires any person wishing to convert to
give a prior notice of at least 30 days and
prohibits conversion by “force or by
inducement or by any other fraudulent
means”. Rongmei said the law “paves the
way for extremists to indulge in ‘re-conversion’ programs with impunity.”

Fiery Pope claim

APolandphotograph
taken of a bonfire in
bears an uncanny resemblance to
the late Pope John Paul II.
The bonfire, which was lit at a ceremony in Poland on April 2 to mark the
second anniversary of the late pontiff ’s
death, appears to be an image of the Holy
Father with his right hand raised in blessing, England’s Daily Mail reported.
Details of the “apparition” appeared on
the Vatican TV’s News Service. Fr Jarek
Cielecki, a close friend of John Paul II
said he was convinced the picture showed
the former pontiff.
“You can see the image of a person in
the flames and I think it is the servant of
God, Pope John Paul II,” Fr Cielecki said.

Wanted
Any surplus stock of used
“Rejoice” Hymn Books
(music or words edition)
by Presbytery of Ballarat.
Will pay cartage costs.
Contact Clerk – John Woodward
Ph (03) 5334 2909
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The pictures were broadcast on Italian
TV and also posted on religious websites,
some of which crashed as thousands
logged on to see the image.
Gregorz Lukasik, the Polish man who
took the photographs, said it was only
afterwards when he got home and looked
at the pictures that he knew he had something.
Daily Mail

Mel Gibson ‘most powerful’

TGibson
he Passion of the Christ director Mel
has topped a poll as the most
powerful Christian in Hollywood.
Gibson, who has starred in Mad Max and
Lethal Weapon, is a renowned devout
Catholic, and has been identified by the
poll as the most influential Christian star
in the movie industry.
The poll was compiled by
BeliefNet.com, and saw Oscar winner
Denzel Washington come second. Third
was Everybody Loves Raymond star
Patricia Heaton.
The list for the top ten Hollywood’s
Most Powerful Christians as found by
BeliefNet.com is Mel Gibson 1, Denzel
Washington 2, Patricia Heaton 3, Tyler
Perry 4, Ralph Winter 5, Angela Bassett
6, Martin Sheen 7, Martha Williamson 8,
Kristen Chenoweth 9, Philip Anschutz
10.

Christians told to cover up

A

Pakistani official in the northern district of Swat warned female teachers and
students to don Islamic garb this week,
citing threats from Taliban extremists
active in the area, according to an article in
regional newspaper Daily Mashriq.
Extremists in Swat have conducted a campaign of Islamisation in the district since
early July, when a government crackdown
on militants at the Lal Masjid mosque in
Islamabad triggered violent reactions
nationwide.
“Due to continuous threatening letters
from the Taliban directing female staff and
students to wear burqas … the Executive
District Officer has instructed [them] to
comply with the orders,” the Daily
Mashriq article stated. The order may
affect Christians at the Catholic-run public high school in Sangota. The all-girls
school had already closed down for a
week this month after being threatened
with suicide attacks for supposedly converting students to Christianity.
Compass Direct
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On the
Agenda
Hate ‘crime’ outrage
by Jennifer Gold

Pchurch
olice have interviewed an English
priest on suspicion of inciting
racial hatred, after he offered insight into
the Muslim veil controversy in his parish
newsletter.
A sergeant and community support
officer came to interview Father John
Hayes, 71, without warning, after receiving a complaint about the priest’s comments on the case of a Muslim girl who
went to court over her wish to wear a full
veil in class.
The decision to interview the clergyman has been widely criticised and has
cemented the concerns of various faith
groups that British legislation to prevent
‘hate crime’ was too widely drafted and
could be used to stop religious leaders
preaching on topics the laws were not created for.
The priest was interviewed in St
Mary’s Church, Hornchurch, London,
about remarks about Muslim follower
Shabina Begum, who, when previously
represented by Cherie Blair QC, claimed
unsuccessfully that it was her human right
to be able to wear her jilbab gown in the
classroom.
The latest development has sparked a
row over the police forces priorities, with
various media pointing out that in the last
year the area had seen 5 murders, 33 rapes,
424 robberies and 2267 burglaries. In
addition, a number of accusations have
been made that the police had not reacted
to a number of complaints made against
some “Muslim preachers of hate”, but yet
still prioritised questioning Hayes.
Hayes had said in his internet bulletin,
after hearing an interview with Shabina
Begum, that it was never possible to convince anyone by argument in matters of
religion.
Hayes said, “My point was that you
have to demonstrate what it means to be
Christian through your actions.
Apparently someone in my congregation
was unhappy with my comments and,
after waiting a year, went to the police to
say he had been ‘disturbed’ by it.”
The priest described how he was interviewed: “They said they had come to see if
I had intended to incite racial hatred. I was
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pretty surprised. It seemed to me that
political correctness had gone haywire in
this situation.
“They were very polite and cordial, but
I did say to them that surely they had better things to be doing with their time. We
had a long, civilised discussion and I
didn’t give an inch.
“They seemed satisfied and when they
eventually left the sergeant told me ‘that’s
the end of the matter’. I felt the whole
thing was a bit of a storm in a teacup.”
Christian Today

Burma record worsens
By Dan Wooding

TReport
he US State Department’s 2007
on International Religious
Freedom highlights Christian persecution perpetrated by the military regime in
trouble-torn Burma.
According to a story carried on the
International Christian Concern (ICC)
website (www.persecution.org), Burma,
which has been designated by the
Secretary of State as a “country of particular concern” for severe violations of religious freedom since 1999, is a Buddhistdominated country with close to 90 percent of its 54 million people being
Buddhist, according to official figures.
However, religious persecution in this
South Asian country is linked to the current military government, the State Peace
and Development Council (SPDC) that
has governed without a constitution or
legislature since 1988.
“Burma does not have a state religion,
but in practice the SPDC promotes the
Theravada sect of Buddhism, and persecutes ethnic Christian and Muslim
minorities – even those belonging to certain sects of Buddhism,” said the ICC
story.
Christians form about 6 per cent of the
total population or 3.24 million, and
include mainly Baptists, Anglicans and
Roman Catholics.
“Despite increasing sanction by the US
government and continual international
pressure, Burma has not made political
reforms or corrected its human rights
record. International relations experts
suggest the deteriorating situation in
Burma can be linked to the economic and
military support extended by its neighbours, India and China. As a result of the
overall political crisis, religious freedom
remains a distant reality.”
In Burma, all religious organisations
have to register with the government, and
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only registered organisations are allowed
to buy or sell property or open bank
accounts. The report said the Burmese
government “covertly and overtly” monitored meetings and activities besides discouraging and prohibiting minority religious groups from constructing new
places of worship.
“In some cases, government officials
destroyed existing places of worship,” it
said, adding that Christian groups continued to have trouble obtaining permission
to repair existing places of worship or
build new ones.
The government bans importing the
Bible, has not allowed permanent foreign
religious missions since the 1960s, when it
expelled nearly all foreign missionaries
and nationalised their schools and hospitals.
Assist

West aids al-Qaeda
By Elizabeth Kendal

I

n February 2007 Abu Omar AlBaghdadi, al-Qaeda’s appointed head of
the “Islamic State of Iraq”, released an
audio recording in which he threatened
coalition forces (“Crusaders”) and local
Eastern Christians (“Byzantines”). He
railed, ‘We are not afraid of your coalitions
... We have drunk blood [in the past] and
we find no [blood] sweeter than that of
the Byzantines [Christians] ... Roast their
flesh with car bombs, cut off their supply
lines with [explosive] charges and tear out
their hearts with sniper fire ... be careful
not to lay down your weapons before the
war is over ... We are not fighting out of
nationalism, but with the aim of
making Allah’s word supreme.”
These are not idle threats. The aim is
nothing less than total ethnic and religious
genocide.
Islamic terror organisations in Iraq use
various media, especially the Internet, to
spread and popularise their message and
recruit militants. Perhaps the only thing
more shocking than their hatred,
threats and violence is Western internet
service providers (ISPs) hosting their
websites. For example, one website associated with al-Qaeda’s Islamic State of Iraq
is hosted by an ISP based in Texas, US.
On 30 September, two Armenian
Christian brothers, Ebrahim Sahak
Sarkis, 70, and Owanis Sarkis, 64, were
barbarically murdered, mutilated and dismembered in their home in Baghdad’s alHabibiya district. Western ISPs hosting
Islamist websites should be charged
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with complicity in terror.
Security has disintegrated in southern
(Arab Shiite) and central (Arab Sunni)
Iraq. Christians, most of whom are ethnic
Assyrians (Iraq’s indigenous people),
have fled from there into northern
(Kurdish Sunni) Iraq, particularly to the
historic Assyrian heartland, the Nineveh
plains. But Christians are not the only
ones fleeing north. The US surge has
forced numerous al-Qaeda-linked militants to abandon their safe-houses in
Baghdad, Diyala, Anbar and other areas in
central Iraq and also flee north to Nineveh
Province. Mosul, the province’s capital,
has become an al-Qaeda hub.
On Saturday 13 October, two Syrian
Catholic
priests
from
Mosul’s
Hay al-Thawra neighborhood, Father
Pius Affas, 60, and Father Mazen
Ishoa, 35, were kidnapped as they travelled to a church in nearby al-Faisaliya.
Compass Direct reports that Fr Affas’ congregation had been receiving threats from
a group named Jihad and Tawhid
demanding that they abandon their
church. Syrian Catholic Archbishop
Basile Georges Casmoussa has spoken
by telephone with the priests’ captors
who are demanding $1 million ransom.
However, paying ransom does not
guarantee safety. A year ago, Syrian
Orthodox
priest
Boulos
Iskander was found murdered in a northern suburb of Mosul after his
family had paid a $40,000 ransom.

Picture earns suspension
By Michael Ireland

A

Catholic worker at Manchester
Airport in England was suspended after
hanging an image of Jesus on a staff-room
wall.
According to a story posted on the
British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC) website, Gareth Langmead, 40,
was sent home from his job as a car parks
supervisor after a complaint from a
Muslim colleague. He was off work for
three days while an investigation was carried out and later reinstated with a clean
record.
The BBC said union officials accused
the airport of overreacting and said Mr
Langmead was upset by the incident, but
the airport said he had not complained.
The airport worker, from Atherton,
Greater Manchester, found the image of
the Sacred Heart of Jesus as he was clearing out a desk drawer. The BBC report
says that as he felt unable to throw it away,

Mr Langmead hung it on a wall in the staff
rest room, prompting a complaint it had
been put up as “an act of provocation”.
The BBC story says that airport bosses
investigated the claim but reached the
decision that he had done nothing wrong.
A spokesman said: “We can confirm
that a member of staff was suspended
pending an investigation into his conduct.
This investigation was swiftly concluded
and the employee has returned to work
with a clean record.
“Given the nature of this incident, we
have agreed with our airport chaplain that
he and his team will work with the
employees involved to foster a greater
level of understanding about each other’s
beliefs and how this applies in the workplace.”
News of the suspension emerged a
week after Hindu Heathrow Airport
worker Amrit Lalji, who lost her job for
wearing a nose stud, was reinstated.
Last year, Heathrow worker Nadia
Eweida was suspended by British Airways
for wearing a Christian cross but later
reinstated following condemnation by
clerics and politicians.
Assist

PREZRA
School of
Theology
and PCA Ministries
Please COME OVER and HELP US
in Adelaide and South Australia
We need Ministers and Home Missionaries
to come to Churches without a Pastor who
will preach the Gospel, care for the flock
and reach out in Evangelism.
Otherwise, come to Adelaide and study at
the PREZRA School of Theology and get
equipped in the Bible and the Christian
Faith for Practical Christian service. Prepare
to become a Home Missionary, or a resident
Supply Preacher, or a PCA Lay Ministries
Worker.
PREZRA courses are FREE. They include the
Australian College of Theology’s ThA
(Associate In Theology) and the Advanced
Diploma of Theology (ThL) Diplomas, as well
as the Home Missionary Certificate
(HMCertif) and PREZRA’s Certificate of
Biblical Studies for lay workers.
Contact: PREZRA / PCA Ministries
for 2007 Handbook:
Rev Dr Reg Mathews
regmathews@picknowl.com.au
(08) 83 95 78 41
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Battle joined
American Presbyterians face schism over liberalism.

he Episcopal Church isn’t the
only mainline Protestant group
shaken by open conflict between
theological liberals and conservatives. The Presbyterian Church (USA) is
facing similar trials, with traditionalist
congregations planning to bolt and a conservative denomination preparing to take
them in.
About 30 of the nearly 11,000
Presbyterian congregations have voted to
leave the national church since the
denomination’s national assembly session
in 2006, according to The Layman, a conservative Presbyterian publication that has
been
tracking
the
breakaways.
Denominational leaders say they could
lose an additional 20 congregations as a
result of this latest rupture.
The Evangelical Presbyterian Church,
a conservative group separate from
PCUSA, has voted to accept any of the
departing congregations. Presbyterian
conservatives are meanwhile organizing
themselves through groups such as the
Presbyterian Global Fellowship and the
New Wineskins Association of Churches.
Presbyterian leaders emphasise that
only a fraction of their congregations are
leaving. But any litigation over church
property could hurt the church’s reputation and its bottom line. And the departures come after years of dwindling congregational membership and recent budget woes.
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he Presbyterian Church (USA) is the
country’s ninth-largest Christian
group, but its membership has shrunk
from about 3 million in 1986 to 2.27 million at the end of 2006. The denomination
last year eliminated 75 jobs at its head-

Caloundra – Qld

Self contained 2 BR Units.
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close to shops and beaches.
Contact Marianne/Martin
07 5491 7155
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Web www.seafarerchase.net

quarters amid budget cutbacks.
“It is not a split down the middle of the
life of the church, but it’s serious,” said
the Rev. Clifton Kirkpatrick, chief executive at denominational headquarters in
Louisville. “It’s always painful. And it
takes a huge amount of time, energy and
emotional pressure.”
Kirkpatrick, who has been a target of
criticism from Presbyterian conservatives,
is stepping down next year after more
than a decade in office. He said he was
leaving because it had become too difficult to juggle two time-consuming roles,
as
the
Presbyterian
Instead of clerk and presiFather, Son dent of the World
of
and Holy Alliance
R e f o r m e d
Spirit, Churches.
the Trinity
The split could
may be called also cost the
“Mother, Child d e n o m i n a t i o n
and Womb” some of its oldest
or “Rock, and most vibrant
In
Redeemer, churches.
Baton
Rouge,
Friend”
Louisiana, the
1 80 -y ear-ol d
First Presbyterian Church planned to
vote on 28 October whether they should
split off. At least three more of the 66
congregations in the Presbytery of South
Louisiana could move toward leaving in
the coming months, said the Rev. Alan
Cutter, the general presbyter.
In the Midwest, Gashland Presbyterian
Church in Kansas City recently voted in
favour of leaving, but needs the approval
of the regional Heartland Presbytery.
Like other mainline Protestant groups,
Presbyterians have been debating for
decades how they should interpret
Scripture on salvation, truth, sexuality and
other issues.
But tensions erupted after a June 2006
meeting, when delegates granted new leeway in some cases for congregations and
regional presbyteries to sidestep a church
requirement that clergy and lay officers
limit sex to man-woman marriage.
Delegates at the national assembly also
voted to let church officials propose
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experimental liturgies with alternative
phrasings for the divine Trinity —
“Father, Son and Holy Spirit”. Among the
possibilities are “Mother, Child and
Womb” or “Rock, Redeemer, Friend”.
“We believe that PCUSA has moved
away from being the true church and having the same biblical foundation, and we
choose not to subscribe to those
changes,” said Phil Josephson, a Gashland
church elder.

O

pinions on the denomination’s longterm prospects vary widely.
The Rev. John Buchanan, pastor at
Fourth Presbyterian Church in Chicago,
said that while staunch conservatives and
liberals are unhappy with church policy,
the vast middle is satisfied.
“The people of this congregation are
not at all distressed with where we are
right now,” said Buchanan, a former moderator of the denomination. “And I think
there are many, many more churches like
that, than there are churches that are
unhappy.”
Cutter takes a long view, noting the
denomination’s history of splits and
mergers.
“The process of union and reunion in
the Presbyterian Church ... has been
going on for centuries,” he said. “I don’t
anticipate it stopping. I anticipate there
may be people that want to come back.”
But the Rev. Parker Williamson, editor
emeritus of The Layman newspaper, said
entire congregations are leaving, an escalation from the usual pattern of disgruntled
individuals leaving on their own.
“It’s happening as bits and pieces of the
church are flying off,” Williamson said.
He contends that the pace of departures is
“ramping up significantly.”
The Rev. Gerrit Dawson, senior pastor
of the Baton Rouge church, said his congregation hungers for theological clarity
instead of the “institutionalised nebulousness” in the larger denomination.
“PCUSA is not getting better,”
Dawson said. “It’s going to keep fragmenting. And we don’t want to spend the
rest of our ministries doing that. There’s a
world to be reached.”
MSNBC ap
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Bad business
Why disciples are witnesses, not marketers.

hen we “market”, we try to
make a larger audience aware of
the value of exchanging a good
or service. We assume both
parties will benefit from the transaction.
Marketing is a wonderful thing. I like to
hear pitches about products I might use. I
like the fact that my publishers pitch my
books to a larger public. Thank God for
marketing.
But there’s a reason Jesus said “You
shall be my witnesses”, and not “You shall
be my marketers”.
Almost no one in America could fail to
recognise that marketing — both its language and culture — has become an epidemic. And that, more unfortunately, it
has become a significant means of “promoting” the church and the gospel in
Christianity, with billboards, soundbites,
slogans, and come-ons. The language and
practice of marketing so saturates the
Christian world, it is difficult to remember a time when it was not so fashionable.
In Jesus’ day, marketing was the rage,
and it was something Jesus prohibited on
many occasions. Take His dramatic healing of a leper, after which He sternly commanded him, “See that you say nothing to
anyone!” (Mark 1:44). Scholars call this
repeated behaviour “the messianic secret”,
and many preachers imagine that Jesus
had mostly pragmatic concerns in mind: if
word of His power spread, He not only
would have been flocked by crowds, but
He would also have been prematurely
crucified by the authorities.
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aybe. But I wonder if soft-pedalling
the Good News is intrinsic to the
message. Jesus spoke in parables, He said,
not to reveal the Good News but to hide
it: “For those outside everything is in
parables, so that they may indeed see but
not perceive, and may indeed hear but not
understand” (Mark 4:11). Elsewhere, He
specifically tells His disciples not to cast
gospel-pearls before swine.
Jump ahead 20 centuries, and we find a
church that doesn’t think twice about
treating the gospel like slop, like fast food.
About 30 years ago, the church-growth
movement exploded onto the scene;
churches became enamoured with the
efficiency of businesses like Disney and

Mark
Galli
McDonald’s, and they began fashioning
their life together to meet people’s needs
in the same sorts of ways — except that
their product was the gospel. So churches
became places where thousands could be
served efficiently. And where the message
was served in McSermons that could be
easily digested and applied.
And where “marketing” became part
of the church’s vocabulary.
When the church starts marketing itself
or the gospel,
something odd is
taking place. It
Marketing, by
conjures up the
its very nature,
idea that the
contradicts the
church is offering
them some beneessence of the
fit — all well and
gospel lifestyle
good. But it also
of Jesus.
implicitly suggests that when
they “buy” or
consume that good, the church somehow
receives some benefit. That’s the assumption of the marketplace: it’s an exchange of
value for goods and services.
Should it surprise us, then, that in the
same era the church has marketed itself
more and more, neighbourhoods and
cities are increasingly resentful of the presence of the church in their communities?
Churches today have a heck of a time trying to get permits for expanding or building because communities think they’re a
nuisance. The church has become just
another business exchanging goods and
services, albeit spiritual goods and services.
The perception is that as the church
markets itself, more benefits will accrue to
the church—more people, more programs, more money, more buildings,
more success. When a neighbourhood
thinks of the church as little more than an
ever-expanding spiritual business, it is naturally resentful when this business disrupts the life of the community with
parking, traffic, and late-night meetings.
Should it surprise us that in this

church-marketing era, members demand
more and more from their churches, and
if churches don’t deliver, they take their
spiritual business elsewhere? Have we
ever seen an age in which church transience was such an epidemic?
Should it surprise us that in this era,
pastors increasingly think of themselves
as “managers”, “leaders” and “CEOs” of
“dynamic and growing congregations”,
rather than as shepherds, teachers, and
servants of people who need to know
God? And that preaching has become less
an exposition of the gospel of Jesus’ death
and resurrection and more often practical
lessons that offer a lot of “take-away
value”, presented in an efficient, friendly
manner, as if we were selling cheeseburgers, fries, and a shake?
And on it goes. Let me be clear. There
is nothing inherently wrong with large
churches. Medieval Europe was full of
them, and I long for the day when those
cathedrals will be full of the worshiping
faithful again. I have been blessed time
and again by the ministry of
megachurches.

T

oday churches large and small (the
small imitating the large) have
unthinkingly adopted a marketing mentality that, it turns out, subverts rather
than promotes the gospel. We inadvertently imply that the church benefits as
much from the spiritual transaction as
does the recipient. Marketing, by its very
nature, contradicts the essence of the
gospel lifestyle of Jesus, who came not to
be served, but to expend His life for others — no exchange implied or expected.
We are indeed called to the four corners of the earth to be witnesses of
Christ’s transforming love. But witnesses
are not carnival barkers. I wonder what
would happen if we stopped trying to tell
the world how beneficial the faith is —
and simply told others, when appropriate,
what God has done for us, and let our
lifestyle “market” the message.
Mark Galli is senior managing editor of
Christianity Today, where this article first
appeared. He is the author of Jesus Mean and
Wild: The Unexpected Love of an
ap
Untamable God.
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Lord of all
Why many Muslims are choosing to follow Jesus.

t was the best of times, it was the
worst of times,” Charles Dickens
said about the time leading up to
the French Revolution in A Tale of
Two Cities. The same could be said today
of Christian witness to Muslims, who
belong to a bitterly divided community
undergoing a revolution.
The anti-Christian part of the Islamic
resurgence certainly qualifies as the
“worst of times”. It burst on to the world
scene with the Islamic Revolution of 1979
and into everyone’s living room on
September 11, 2001, leaving victims and
sometimes churches in its wake.
In the eyes of those who long for
Muslims to know Jesus as they do, the
unprecedented trickles — and in a few
cases, floods — of Muslims who have
chosen to follow Christ in previously
evangelistically arid lands undoubtedly
constitute the “best of times”. In the late
1960s, there was a major turning to Christ
among the Javanese in Indonesia, following a conflict between Muslims and communists. We have seen similar movements
in North Africa and South Asia, along
with smaller ones elsewhere.
In fact, and perhaps counter-intuitively,
the number of new Christians each year
outstrips the number of new Muslims,
even though the annual growth rate is
higher for Muslims (1.81 percent) than
for Christians (1.23 percent). Over the
last century, Christians have grown at a
slower rate than have Muslims, with
Muslims increasing from 12 percent to 21
percent of the global population during
that time. But this is hardly surprising.
Christianity has more total followers than
Islam. More people need to become
Christians annually simply to remain at
roughly a third of the world population.
Muslims are increasing in sub-Saharan
Africa and among African Americans by
conversion, but elsewhere the growth is
mostly by birth or immigration. The
major growth for Protestants, especially
evangelicals and Pentecostals, has been by
conversion.
So what attracts Muslims to follow
Jesus? Between 1991 and 2007, about 750
Muslims who have decided to follow
Christ filled out an extensive questionnaire on that basic question. The respon-

‘I

Dudley Woodberry,
Russell G. Shubin
and G. Marks
dents — from 30 countries and 50 ethnic
groups — represent every major region of
the Muslim world. (Copies of the questionnaire
are
available
from
dudley@fuller.edu.)
The participants ranked the relative
importance of different influences and
whether they occurred before, at the time
of, or after their decision to follow Christ.
While the survey,
prepared at Fuller
Theological
The Jesus in S e m i n a r y ’ s
the Koran is a School
of
prophet who I n t e r c u l t u r a l
heals lepers Studies, does not
and raises the claim scientific
dead. Not precision, it provides a glimpse
surprisingly,
into some of the
many Muslims key means the
find Him Spirit of God is
attractive. using to open
Muslim hearts to
the gospel.
First, we can look at the experiences
that most influenced Muslims. For example, respondents ranked the lifestyle of
Christians as the most important influence in their decision to follow Christ. A
North African former Sufi mystic noted
with approval that there was no gap
between the moral profession and the
practice of Christians he saw. An Egyptian
contrasted the love of a Christian group at
an American university with the unloving
treatment of Muslim students and faculty
he encountered at a university in Medina.
An Omani woman explained that
Christians treat women as equals. Others
noted loving Christian marriages. Some
poor people said the expatriate Christian
workers they knew had adopted, contrary
to their expectations, a simple lifestyle,
wearing local clothes and observing local
customs of not eating pork, drinking alcohol, or touching those of the opposite sex.
A Moroccan was even welcomed by his
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former Christian in-laws after he underwent a difficult divorce.
Many Muslims who faced violence at
the hands of other Muslims did not see it
in the Christians they knew (regrettably,
of course, Christians have been guilty of
inter-ethnic strife elsewhere). Muslim-onMuslim violence has led to considerable
disillusionment for many Muslims, from
those who survived the 1971 war between
the Bengalis of East Pakistan and the
Pathans, Sindis, and Punjabis of West
Pakistan, to Arab and Berber tensions in
North Africa, and to Arab herdsmen
fighting black African farmers in Darfur.
The next most important influence was
the power of God in answered prayers and
healing. Like most of the factors that former Muslims list, experiences of God’s
supernatural intervention often increase
after Muslims decide to follow Christ.
In North Africa, Muslim neighbors
asked Christians to pray for a very sick
daughter who then was healed. In Senegal,
a Muslim marabout (spiritual leader)
referred a patient to Christians when he
was not able to bring healing. In Pakistan,
after a pilgrimage to Mecca did not cure a
disabled Shiite girl, she was healed following Christian prayer.

C

losely related was the finding that
some noted deliverance from
demonic power as another reason they
were attracted to Jesus. After all, He is the
healing prophet in the Koran and has
power over demons in the Gospels. In
northern Nigeria, a malam (what some
might call a witchdoctor) used sorcery
against a man who was considering following Jesus. The seeker became insane,
and his extended family left him. But then
he prayed that Christ would free him, and
he was healed.
It helps to note that a third of the 750person sample were folk Muslims, with a
characteristic concern for power and
blessings. It is also worth noting that the
Jesus portrayed in the Koran is a prophet
who heals lepers and the blind and raises
the dead. Not surprisingly, many Muslims
find Him attractive. Of course, power and
blessings do not constitute the final word
for Muslims. The Bible also offers a theology of suffering, and many Muslims who

follow Christ find that their faith is
strengthened through trials.
The third biggest influence listed by
respondents was dissatisfaction with the
type of Islam they had experienced. They
expressed unhappiness with the Koran,
which they perceive as emphasising God’s
punishment more than His love
(although the Koran says He loves those
who love Him [3:31]). As for Islam’s
requirement that liturgical prayer should
be in Arabic, a Javanese man asked,
“Doesn’t an all-knowing God know
Indonesian?” Others criticised folk
Islam’s use of amulets and praying at the
graves of dead saints.

S

ome respondents decried Islamic militancy and the imposition of Islamic
law, which they said is not able to transform hearts and society. This disillusionment is broad in the Muslim world. Many
Iranians became interested in the gospel
after the Khomeini revolution of 1979
brought in rule by clergy. Pakistanis
became more receptive after President Zia
ul-Haq (1977-1988) tried to implement
Islamic law. And Afghans became more
open after Islamist Taliban conquest and
rule (1994-2001).
As with Paul and Cornelius in Acts,
visions and dreams played a role in the
conversion of many. More than one in
four respondents, 27 per cent, noted
dreams and visions before their decision
for Christ, 40 per cent at the time of conversion, and 45 per cent afterward.
Many Muslims view dreams as links
between the seen and unseen worlds, and
pre-conversion visions and dreams often
lead Muslims to consult a Christian or the
Bible. Frequently a person in the vision,
understood to be Jesus, radiates light or
wears white (one respondent, though,
said Jesus appeared in green, a colour
sometimes associated with Islamic holy
persons). An Algerian woman had a
vision that her Muslim grandmother came
into her room and said, “Jesus is not dead;
He is here.” In Israel, an Arab dreamed
that his deceased father said, “Follow the
pastor. He will show you the right way.”
Other dreams and visions occurred later
and provided encouragement during persecution. A Turkish woman in jail because
of her conversion had a vision that she
would be released, and she was. A vision
of thousands of believers in the streets
proclaiming their faith encouraged a
young man in North Africa to persevere.
The gospel message, especially its
assurance of salvation and forgiveness, is
also a significant attraction to Muslims.

The Koran states that “those who repent
and believe, and work righteousness …
will enter paradise” (19:60). Yet it also
states that God forgives whom he wills
and punishes whom he wills (2:284), so
Muslims do not have certainty of salvation. One Indonesian woman spoke of
her fear, based on a tradition attributed to
Muhammad, that the bridge over hell to
paradise is as thin as a hair. An Egyptian
said he was attracted to Christian faith
because it preaches that people can be sure
of their acceptance by God.
Next in attraction for Muslims is the
spiritual truth in the Bible. The Koran
attests that the Torah, the Psalms, and the
Gospel (commonly understood as the
New Testament) are from God. Even
though Muslims are generally taught that
these writings became corrupted, they
often find them
compelling reading and discover
Muslim contruth that they
verts to Christ
conclude must be
from God. The
know that
Bible helped one
persecution
Egyptian undercan, in a
stand “the true
mysterious
character
of
way, be a
God”.
The
blessing.
Sermon on the
Mount helped
convince
a
Lebanese Muslim that he should follow
the one who taught and exemplified these
values.
Respondents were also attracted by the
Bible’s teaching about the love of God. In
the Koran, although God loves those who
love Him, His love is conditional. He
does not love those who reject faith (3:3132). There is nothing in the Koran like,
“This is love: not that we loved God, but
that He loved us and sent His Son as an
atoning sacrifice for our sins” (1 Jn 4:10),
or “But God demonstrates His own love
for us in this: While we were still sinners,
Christ died for us” (Rom. 5:8).
A West African was surprised by God’s
love for all people, even enemies.
Likewise, although the Koran denies that
God is a father (37:152), many Muslims
find this a comforting concept.
Particularly attractive to Muslims is the
love expressed through the life and teachings of Jesus. The Koran already calls Him
faultless (19:19). Many Muslims are
attracted to Him by His depiction in the
Koran and then go to the Gospels to find
out more. A Saudi was first drawn to him
at a Christmas Eve service in Germany —
even before he knew German. Like many,

an Iranian Shiite was attracted to Christ
before he was attracted to Christianity. A
North African Sufi found Jesus’ portrayal
as the Good Shepherd particularly meaningful. When Christ’s love transforms
committed Christians into a loving community, many Muslims listed a desire to
join such a fellowship as next in importance.
For the most part, respondents did not
say that political or economic circumstances influenced their decisions. But it’s
hard not to notice that Iranians,
Pakistanis, Afghans, Bangladeshis, and
Algerians became more responsive after
enduring Muslim political turmoil or
attempts to impose Islamic law. Christian
relief and development agencies try hard
to guard against spiritually misusing their
position as providers of desperately
needed goods and services. But natural
disasters in South Asia, South-East Asia,
and the Sahel region inevitably put
Muslims in contact with Christians trying
to follow Jesus. It is no surprise that some
of these Muslims also choose to follow
Christ.

Y

et while it is the “best of times” for
Christian witness to Muslims, it
remains also the “worst of times”. In
many places, apostasy is tantamount to
rejecting family, religion, culture, ethnicity, and nationality. Thus many Muslim
converts face persecution from family,
police, or militants. Two friends were
unable to fill out the questionnaire — one
because he was apparently poisoned by his
own family, the other because the government imprisoned him and later his tongue
was cut out by a warlord so that he could
no longer say the name of Jesus.
But Muslim converts to Christ know
that such persecution can, in a mysterious
way, be part of the best of times. Jesus, in
fact, said it was a blessing. That’s because
with or without persecution, Muslims are
discovering an experiential truth unknown
to them before. As a Zambian Muslim
exclaimed, “God loves me just as I am.”
J. Dudley Woodberry is professor of Islamic
studies at the School of Intercultural Studies,
Fuller Theological Seminary, Pasadena,
California, and served in the Muslim world
for many years. Russell G. Shubin is deputy
director of national news and publications for
Salem Communications in Camarillo,
California. G. Marks has ministered in
Malawi.
This article is reprinted from Christianity
ap
Today.
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Books
The Federal Theology of
Thomas Boston
A.T.B. McGowan
Edinburgh: Rutherford House, 1997.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

M

cGowan studied under James
Torrance but has produced a work on
Thomas Boston that is at odds with the
Torrance line on federal theology.
McGowan sees continuity between Calvin
in the 16th century and the federal theologians of the 17th century whereas Torrance
saw what McGowan caricatures as “a
severe and well-nigh fatal case of theological arteriosclerosis”. Boston, unlike Calvin,
did translate Hosea 6:7 as referring to a
covenant with Adam, not men, and so postulates a covenant of works, but that hardly
warrants the claims that the Torrance
school has made about a Calvin-Calvinist
distinction. Having said that, McGowan
has come to portray John Murray’s rejection of a covenant of works as a development of Thomas Boston’s thought – a
somewhat dubious proposition in my view.
McGowan rightly portrays Boston as
being an exponent of a “gracious federal
theology”. Boston (1676-1732) only ever
held two pastorates – at Simprin and
Ettrick – two small Scottish parishes that
would seem unlikely places for such a man
to work. He was a member of that endangered species – the pastor/theologian. A
convinced five-point Calvinist, Boston
proclaimed that Christ died “in the room
and stead of sinners, not indeed of all, but
of his own sheep”. Nevertheless, Boston
preached a universal gospel: “The reprobate have as good and fair a revealed warrant to believe and take hold of the
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covenant of grace as the elect have, else
they could not be condemned for unbelief, and not taking hold of the covenant.”
Boston was a wordsmith of some talent, and so on Galatians 3:13-14 he writes:
“The curse of the law comes on Him for
their sake: and the blessing of the gospel
comes on them for His sake.” The righteousness of Christ is imputed to sinners,
and the unrighteousness of sinners is
imputed to Christ.
Unlike the Torrance school, Boston
taught that justification necessarily leads
to sanctification. Boston put it: “We are
justified by faith without works, but that
faith that justifies is always followed with
good works.” The taking away of the guilt
of sin is the foundation for the breaking of
the power of sin. The Torrance school
anchors assurance in Christ’s death for all
the world. It applauds its own insights as
being Christ-centred, but in fact the result
is only reassuring if one believes in universalism.
McGowan has provided a sympathetic
outline of Boston’s approach to the gospel
against the background of the Marrow
controversy of the early 18th century and
the Barthian revolution of the 20th century. Boston is shown to be a genuine
Calvinist, steeped in federal theology. In
content he was biblical, and in spirit he
was gracious. This is a fine introduction to
the thought of a wonderful preacher and a
godly pastor.

Remember the Lord
Colin Buchanan
Fearn: Christian Focus Publishing, 2007.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

I

t is not altogether easy to find Christian
material that is suitable for youngsters
– books and songs that are faithful to
Scripture, but which are also as attractive
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as possible for children. Youngsters have
long responded warmly to Colin’s songs,
and now they also have a book to work
through.
Three of the first four topics cite
Scripture in a section headed “Prove it”
and the section entitled “God’s Map, the
Bible” also cites a biblical verse (John
14:6). It would have been worthwhile to
attach each topic to a memory verse. I
must admit that I have some doubts about
the “knock, knock” jokes at the end of the
last topic on Revelation 3:20. But all is forgiven.
This is a helpful introduction to the
basic truths of the faith, and there is a CD
attached to enhance the book. There will
be many Christian parents and grandparents who will be glad to make good use of
this work.
Peter Barnes is books editor of AP

Karl Barth and
Evangelical Theology
Edited by Sung Wook Chung
Baker Academic, 2006
Reviewed by Greg Goswell

E

vangelicals rightly have reservations
about the theology of Karl Barth
(who died in 1968), but for good or for ill,
Barth is too significant a theologian for us
to simply ignore. Those who contribute
to this first-class volume of 12 essays by
top-rank evangelical scholars express cautious appreciation of his views and
insights, without going along with his
more individual opinions where they are
found to diverge from conservative evangelical convictions.
A common thread running through
the essays is the fact that Barth shows the
high seriousness of theology. So, for
example, Alister McGrath expresses mis-

B

givings and disagreements with Barth but
is glad to acknowledge that Barth makes
theology a serious, thrilling and joyous
enterprise. In contrast to this, the
Christianity of too many evangelicals is a
theology-free zone. Timothy George
expresses what many have found when
they read Barth: “Here was a theology
that mattered!” Sad to say, much evangelical preaching and teaching too often
sounds trite and trivial.
Barth’s profound respect for Scripture
is demonstrated by his sustained and serious exegesis of the text of the Bible
throughout the 13 volumes of the Church
Dogmatics. However, an excessive fear of
controlling God and an idiosyncratic view
of God’s sovereign freedom, led to a distortion of his doctrine of Scripture, so
that he refused to equate the Bible with
the Word of God. But as pointed out by
Gabriel Frackre, Barth’s practice was better than his theory!
We seem to be in the midst of a renaissance of Barth studies and his influence in
the 21st century may be even greater than
in the 20th. This volume encourages those
with a high view of Scripture to engage
with Barth, in the expectation that sometimes he may have read the Bible better
than we have, though there is always the
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need to exercise discernment, testing
what he taught by the standard of
Scripture.
Greg Goswell lectures at the Presbyterian
Theological College, Melbourne.

Her Husband’s Crown
Sara Leone
Banner of Truth, Edinburgh, 2007.
Reviewed by Mignon Goswell

T

he wife of a minister can at times feel
that she walks an uncertain and
unknown path in the life of the congregation within which her husband ministers.
She is unlike any other person in the
church and yet she can feel that every
other member of the congregation knows
exactly how she should behave and live. In
this succinct booklet of only 48 pages,
Sara Leone outlines 10 principles to guide
a minister’s wife.
Some of these are equally applicable to
any Christian woman (such as beware of
gossip) but others are particular to the
minister’s wife (such as the last principle
which throws the heaviest punch). Some

of the principles may seem common
sense, others may reflect a lifestyle that
not all ministry families adhere to, but all
are to be read and digested with thoughtfulness. Many a minister in history has
had his usefulness curtailed by a wife who
is a hindrance rather than a help. Many
more have found their wife their greatest
asset.
This short booklet reminds wives of
ministers that they are in the forefront in
the church (though they may well hold no
office) and are watched by church members, maybe sometimes in order to criticise rather than to learn from an example
of Christian womanhood and family life.
In this day and age wherein fewer people
grow up in a Christian family, this kind of
example is vital. As the author points out
near the end of this booklet: “The reason
we want to be a good example to others is
that ... others will want to follow our Lord
and Saviour.”
Those couples training for the ministry
and those already in ministry could do
well to read and discuss this little booklet
together.
Mignon Goswell is Manager of PTC Media
at the Presbyterian Theological College,
Melbourne.

Visiting
Ballarat?
Worship with us at Ebenezer
Presbyterian Church.
Every Sunday 10.30 am.
214 Armstrong Street South.
Rev. Dr John Woodward
Phone: (03) 5334 2909
Looking for a Pastor
Grace Presbyterian Church of
Christchurch, New Zealand, (EPC), is
looking for a pastor. Our congregation has
around of 80-100 people attending our morning worship service. We have a full range of
age groups and a mix of nationalities. We rent
facilities near the Canterbury University.
We are looking for a pastor who can
preach well and can lead a congregation
into ministry.
For further information please contact:
Pastoral Search Committee
17 Aintree Street, Bishopdale,
Christchurch, New Zealand
Or contact Kris Morrison.
Phone: 0064 3359 1679.
Email: kandlmorrison@gmail.com
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c&a, 40 yf and 16 e; Paul and
Margaret Logan, Steve Pym.
30 Wavell Heights parish northern
Brisbane with about 60 c&a, 7 yf and
2 e ; Martin and Judith Duffield.
11
DECEMBER 2007
1 Presbytery of Wagga Wagga - 9
parishes and 2 home mission stations
totaling 28 congregations with about
1685 c&a and 385 yf, 1 deaconess, 1
retired minister and 2 under jurisdiction. Yvonne Forsyth clerk.
2 Jean Flynn congregation, Elizabeth,
northern Adelaide with about 30 c&a,
5 yf and 3 e; Kevin Stow who recently
took up duties.
3 Steven mission partners (APWM)
worker from Sydney in South East
Asia.
4 A good response to the Famine of the
Word appeal in NSW for support of
rural congregations in desperate financial difficulty through the long
drought.
5 Ann Street parish central Brisbane
with about 180 c&a, 20 yf and 17e;
Arch and Heather MacNicol.
6 The “Breaking the Silence” program
of the Child Protection Unit - Mrs
Elizabeth McClean.
7 Matt and Kiri Vander Heider mission
partners (APWM) workers from
NSW in Portugal with
Pioneers/European Christian Mission
involved in language study and Bible
college lecturing.
8 Canaan Korean parish Petersham,
inner Sydney with about 40 c&a and
15 yf; Won-hyoung and Young Ran
Moon.
9 West Footscray home mission station
Melbourne with about 55 c&a, 11 yf
and 5 e; Richard and Shanta
Jaganathan.
10 Presbytery of Melbourne North – 8

12

13

14
15

16
17
18

19

20

parishes and 2 home mission stations
totaling 12 congregations with about
705 c&a and 320 yf, 1 hospital chaplain, 1 theological teacher, 1 minister
under jurisdiction. Tony Parle clerk.
Alex and Sybil Shaw mission partners
(APWM) workers from Epping NSW
with Global Recordings Network,
recording and distributing Gospel
messages in minority languages, and
training recordists.
Alan (Rui Min) Mao and Christine
preparing to take up his exit appointment assisting Kevin Murray at
Hurstville, Sydney with about 215
c&a, 80 yf and 9 e.
Fayek and Samira mission partners
(APWM) workers involved in educational ministry about Islam in
Australia.
Max Walker, preparing to take up his
exit appointment in RAN chaplaincy.
Robert and Judy McKerrell mission
partners (APWM) workers in Cape
York area, Qld with Australian
Indigenous Ministries.
Castle Hill parish NW Sydney with
about 125 c&a, 12 yf and 11 e; John
and Betty Thompson.
St George’s, Geelong parish with
about 85 c&a, 5 yf and 7 e; Graeme
and Marilyn Weber.
Pray for the moderator, preachers and
filling of the vacancy in Singleton
home mission station NSW Hunter
Valley with about 55 c&a, 8 yf and 4 e.
Greater liberty for the church and
community in Burma/Myanmar and
Matrin Eagles mission partners (APWM)
worker from Revesby involved in training Christian leaders there.
Maitland home mission station
Hunter Valley NSW (including Largs
and Paterson with about 110 c&a, 20
yf and 8 e; Russell and Liana
Vandervelden.
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NOVEMBER 2007
21 Presbytery of Ballarat 6 parishes and 3
home mission stations totaling 18
congregations with about 445 c&a
(communicants and adherents), 6 yf
(younger folk – Sunday School and
youth). George Smith moderator;
John Woodward clerk. Thank God for
small but real spiritual growth and the
induction of Willem Vandenberg at
Horsham; pray for the isolated and
now vacant Kaniva Nhill home mission station.
22 Launceston parish Tas. with about 265
c&a, 50 yf and 8 e (elders); Peter and
Maureen Thorneycoft, Ian Partridge.
23 Robert Handicott mission partners
(APWM) worker from Qld in
Ethiopia with SIM International
involved in educational ministry.
24 All who have finished their theological
studies, as they take up their “exit
appointments” including Nabil and
Najah Zachary at the Arabic
Evangelical congregation, Toongabbie,
Western Sydney with about 110 c&a,
70 yf and 5 e .
25 The Moderator General Robert Benn
and Laurel ministering at Geelong and
Surrey Hills Vic. today and Hurstville
and Ashfield NSW next Sunday.
26 Sue Poynter mission partners
(APWM) worker from Canterbury,
Vic. in Japan with Overseas
Missionary Fellowship involved in
teaching music and English.
27 Balranald home mission station south
western NSW with about 40 c&a, 25
yf and 4 e; Wally and Robyn Johnson.
28 Praise the Lord for the rediscovery of
basic Gospel truths in the
Reformation, and remembrance of
this at services and rallies.
29 St. Peter’s North Sydney parish
including Greenwich with about 210
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Letters
PFA memento

Tinghank
you for publishing my letter seeka PFA badge for a sick friend.
I received five telephone calls from
readers including the Moderator General,
offering one to me. Naturally, the first
offer was gratefully accepted.
The badge has been received and given
to my friend – a wonderful and unselfish
gesture, gratefully appreciated.
Bill Anderson,
Vermont South Vic

Three elders enough

K
eith Ferguson (AP, September) says,
“men must bear the responsiblity and failure”. This is true. God is not a God of
cowards but the brave. He hates cowardice. Men must bear the cross and stand
up for the Word of God. He says, “Who
are you that you should be afraid of a man
that will die?“ (Is. 51:12). What gall a
man has to be afraid of mortals and not
the Immortal.
Whenever I am tempted to fear I
remember that God says, “Fear not, you
worm ... I will help you,” says the Lord
and your Redeemer ... Behold I will make
you a sharp threshing instrument with
teeth. You shall thresh the mountains and
make them small and make the hills like
chaff ” (Is. 41:14-15) I’d rather be a powerful weapon in the hands of God than a
dusty old worm.
When there are no suitable men for
eldership it indicates past failure of the
leadership. Leaders, by their teaching and
example train leaders. Otherwise elders
must be sought from neighbouring
churches. Today’s eldership is not biblical enough, they must be able to teach
and be used as such, not as deacons.
Rarely in most churches today, in my
opinion, is there a need for more than
three elders.

2008 PIM Sydney Rally
Tuesday 29 January 2008
7:30pm
Rose Bay Presbyterian Church
cnr Dover Rd & Carlisle St,
Rose Bay NSW
Please contact: the Very Rev. Bruce Christian
(02) 9388 1206
REV. Stuart Bonnington
(08) 9319 2208

Neil Cadman,
Norman Park, Qld
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Absolutely
Partial truths point to the Truth.

n The Closing of the American Mind,
published in 1987, Allan Bloom
lamented that virtually all American
college students believe that there is
no absolute truth, for all truth is relative.
He goes on to comment that the only
virtue left now is tolerance, and that relativism has extinguished the real motive of
education. With the declared goal of
opening up the human mind, relativism
has actually succeeded in constricting it.
Perhaps we ought to begin with the
simple and helpful distinction made by
John North and Rob Forsyth. They distinguish between what they call “beetroot
truth” (which you either like or dislike)
and “bus truth” (which will squash you
whether you believe it or not). In modern
Western society, and in the modern education system, virtually everything – except
for racism and fundamentalism – is put
under the heading “beetroot truth”.
This was driven home to me some time
back when I had the opportunity to speak
to a girls’ year 12 seminar on Dan Brown’s
best-selling novel, The Da Vinci Code.
Dan Brown makes the ludicrous claim
that the biblical Gospels only present a
fictional divine Jesus, while the real
human Jesus can be read about in the
Dead Sea Scrolls and the Nag Hammadi
texts. I made the obvious point that the
Dead Sea Scrolls were written probably in
the second century B.C., and simply do
not mention Jesus at all.
Having dealt with that claim by Brown,
I was about to launch into a treatment of
the Nag Hammadi texts when some
sweet young thing intervened with
“That’s only your opinion”. I blinked, was
momentarily flabbergasted, recovered,
and then replied: “No, you can wade
through Geza Vermes’ translation of the
Dead Sea Scrolls, and you will not find
Jesus’ name. The Dead Sea Scrolls do not
present a more human Jesus; they do not
present any Jesus at all.” This did not satisfy the sweet young thing, who was long
on the critical spirit but short on anything
on which to base it. She repeated her criticism that my claim was only my opinion.
In other words, all truth is beetroot truth.
The debate entered a rather futile toing
and froing stage, until I asked her whether

I

Peter
Barnes
she had a driver’s licence. Yes, she did.
“What do you make of the stop sign at the
end of the road?” Her answer was less
than coherent, so I pounced: “When the
policeman pulls you over for ignoring the
stop sign, he will not be impressed by
your defence that what the stop sign
means is only his opinion.”
However, I am not sure that I convinced the sweet
young
thing,
who hopefully
Chesterton
drives
better
said he
than she analyopened his
ses.
We ought not
mind as he
to be surprised at
opened his
such views. Our
mouth –
education sysin order to
tem encourages
close it on
the development
something
of a critical spirit,
substantial.
but does not
promote a grasp
of foundational
truths. Hence students are supposed to
deal with a feminist appraisal of
Shakespeare, whether or not that bears
any relation to reality. Chesterton said he
opened his mind as he opened his mouth
– in order to close it on something substantial.

H

uman beings, as opposed to the animals, deal with truth. It is a part of
what makes us human. To cite Chesterton
again: “Trees have no dogmas. Turnips are
singularly broad-minded.”
J. Gresham Machen’s view was that
“it is impossible to think with an empty
mind”. The view that all truth is relative
is not the result of deep thought but a
lack of thought. Just recently President
George Bush proclaimed warmly:
“Well, first of all, I believe in an
almighty God, and I believe that all the
world, whether they be Muslim,
Christian, or any other religion, prays
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to the same God.” One wonders
whether Satanists are included in the
category of “any other religion”.
At best, this is lazy thinking. It certainly indicates a mind that is not subject
to Scripture. Jesus declares that God’s
Word is truth (John 17:17). The Holy
Spirit is the Spirit of truth (John 16:13).
Christ identifies Himself as the truth –
not one truth among many truths, but
truth incarnate (John 14:6). Of course,
there are truths in other religions and
philosophies – only a fanatic believes that
other people get it wrong 100 per cent of
the time. But partial truths point to the
Truth.
The quest for relative truth is a forlorn,
empty and desolate experience. No wonder the modern education system is so
unexciting. Here is C. S. Lewis’ evaluation
of the alternatives: “If you look for truth,
you may find comfort in the end: if you
look for comfort you will not get either
comfort or truth – only soft soap and
wishful thinking to begin with and, in the
end, despair.”
• Unfortunately the back page from August
was repeated last month under a different
headline. AP apologises for the error, made in
production.
Peter Barnes is minister of Revesby
ap
Presbyterian Church, Sydney.

Visiting
Melbourne?
Worship with us at South
Yarra Presbyterian Church
621 Punt Road
Every Sunday
10.30am & 5.30pm.
Session Clerk:
Mr Jack Adlawan
Phone: (03) 9808 7391
(Less than 3 kms from CBD)

